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The Practice of 
Architectural 

Research

‘Are architects who write a dying race?’ asks Belgian architectural theorist and historian Hilde 

Heynen. This symposium takes up her challenge to reflect on the role of the practicing architect 

in academia. Building a critical platform for writing architect-scholars and scholars exploring 

the relation between architectural practice and culture, the intention is to create new and fecund 

relationships between the practice of theory and that of architectural production. 

The Research 
of Architectural 

Practice

Caroline Voet
Conference Chair, KU Leuven

During the 1960s, academia saw the rise of architectural theory as an autonomous discipline, 

from which emerged theoretical architectural practice: the discipline of critical architectural 

theory became ever more divorced from the sphere of production and the world of action, instead 

defining for itself an autonomous, self-referential intellectual realm. In the 1990s architects 

working in academia like Frampton, Pallasmaa, Ockman or Mallgrave began to bridge the hiatus 

between practice and theory, developing analytical research methods that combined ontological 

research with exemplary buildings. These approaches shared a focus on the classical canon of 

architecture, the authoritative voice of the architect, and the production of grand narratives. 

Today, it is valid to question whether this approach is still viable, when the current intellectual 

climate in which debates around decolonization, material and social agency debate and post-

metoo feminist perspectives challenge this canonical approach. Inspired, for example, by the 

strategies of art history, we are looking for responses to such questions as: can we research 

architectural practice and theory through an inclusive perspective on its ontology? What could be 

architecture’s contemporary theories, thought systems and methods? How can this knowledge be 

relevant for current architectural practice?

These questions can also be reversed. What can practicing architects bring to the table in 

an academic context, when they are researching, drawing and writing? To what extent can 

a discussion on the tools and methods of practicing architects deepen the academic debate 

and enter the fields of architectural history and theory? By re-visiting a building through the 

experience of designing architects, which new readings or versions can be uncovered? More 

specifically, how can the ‘design knowledge’ of the architect provide relevant interpretations of 

our built environment? This symposium aims to broaden the scope from research by design, which 

is usually focused on an architect’s personal practice, towards building, drawing and writing 

as research activities that actively engage with architectural history and theory. Can ‘design 

knowledge’ find a more secure position within the academic field as an expertise to develop 

(critical) history and theory?
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Thursday 8th of October
Introduction
+ Caroline Voet, conference chair, Assistant Professor at Faculty / Department of Architecture, 
KU Leuven

Keynote lecture: The Mysteries Encountered when Finding Reality
Helen Thomas, editor, Senior Research Fellow at Department of Architecture, ETH Zürich
+ Dialogue moderated by organisers Caroline Voet and Eireen Schreurs (PhD Candidate 
KU Leuven, University of Antwerp, TU Delft)

Session 1A: Positioning the Discursive Practice (chair Lara Schrijver, Professor at the Faculty 
of Design Sciences, University of Antwerp)

+ Irina Davidovici, Switzerland / Senior Researcher at ETH Zürich 
The discipline of concept and the judgement of the eye: pedigrees of form in architectural 
practice. 

+ Wouter Van Acker, Belgium / Associate Professor at Faculty of Architecture La Cambre-
Horta, ULB 
The Nine-Square Grid: The Surviving Image of an Architecture without Content

+ Fatma Tanis, The Netherlands / PhD candidate at TU Delft
Sedad Hakkı Eldem as a Cosmopolitan Individual: Research, Writing, and Practice in the 
formation of Turkish Modernism

Session 1B: Positioning the Discursive Practice (chair Lara Schrijver)

+ Louis Mayes, United Kingdom / Architectural designer, writer, Blueprint, The Cass 
Searching for the Essential - Sketching, Drawing, Designing

+ Patrick Lynch, United Kingdom / Lynch Architects, Honorary Professor at University of 
Liverpool
The Poetics of Interpretation: Hermeneutics + Participation + Reflection

+ Carlo Menon, Belgium / Accattone magazine and PhD candidate at The Bartlett School of 
Architecture, London
Agency and Critical Editorial Devices in Recent Little Architecture Magazines

Session 2A: The Tools of the Discursive Practice (chair David Vanderburgh, Professor at the 
Faculté d’architecture, UCLouvain)
+ Cathelijne Nuijsink, The Netherlands / Institute for the History and Theory of Architecture 
(gta), ETH Zürich /Marie Curie Postdoctoral Fellow
Rem Koolhaas’ House with No Style: the 1992 Shinkenchiku Residential Design Competition 
Forging a “Space of Ideas”

+ Elke Couchez, Belgium / Lecturer in History and Theory of Architecture at the University of 
Hasselt
Architects who read, ILAUD and the Predicaments of Direct Experience

+ Pauline Lefebvre, Belgium / Chargée de recherches FNRS, Faculté d’Architecture de l’ULB 
Values in the making. Observing architects crafting their discourse

Session 2B: The Tools of the Discursive Practice (chair David Vanderburgh)

+ Harold Fallon, Belgium / Assistant Professor KU Leuven, partner at AgwA
+ Benoît Vandenbulcke, Belgium / Assistant Professor ULiège, partner at AgwA
+ Benoît Burquel, Belgium / ULB and partner at AgwA
Distributed artefacts: found in Translation

+ Sepideh Karami, United Kingdom / Simpson Postdoctoral Fellow - ESALA, Edinburgh 
School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture
Starting from the Mess. The “Environment-Worlds” of Architectural Research and Design

+ Simon Henley, United Kingdom / Architects Henley Halebrown, postgraduate unit master/ 
PhD by Practice Kingston School of Art
Façade studies

Keynote lecture: Architectural Research as a Key to Understanding Buildings
Wilfried Wang, Professor at University of Texas at Austin, School of Architecture
+ Dialogue moderated by Caroline Voet and Sofie De Caigny (Director Flanders Architecture 
Institute)

All times are Central European Time .
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Friday 9th of October
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Keynote lecture: Tracing Álvaro Siza’s tracings
Paulo Providência, architect and Professor at Department of Architecture, University of 
Coimbra
+ Dialogue moderated by Philip Christou (Florian Beigel Architects) and Eireen Schreurs

Session 3A: Techniques and Tools of the Researcher (chair Helen Thomas)

+ Jana Culek, The Netherlands / PhD candidate at TU Delft, Studio Fabula
Examining Utopias, Comparative Scales as a Transdisciplinary Research Method

+ Enrico Miglietta, Italy / PhD candidate at Politecnico di Milano
Moving from the fragment. A re-reading of form through the agency of the joint

+ Sereh Mandias, The Netherlands / Lecturer/researcher at TU Delft
The building is present. The 1:5 model as a tool for research, design and communication

Session 3B: Techniques and Tools of the Researcher (chair Helen Thomas)

+ Luis Burriel, France /  Phd. Architect, Associate Professor at ENSA Paris-Belleville, Studio 
SOMOS 
Drawing as a tool to understand: the case of Villa Dall’Ava

+ Rosamund Diamond, United Kingdom / Diamond Architects, Assistant Professor at 
University of Nottingham
Architecture from drawing, a brief enquiry into three types

+ Thomas Coward, United Kingdom / Director of AOC, MArch Year Leader at Kingston 
University
Time in Unit 9: Comparison Between the Projected Life of the Drawing, the Residues of Living 
and Lived Experience

Session 4A: The Lenses of the Researcher (chair Fredie Floré, Professor at Faculty of 
Architecture, KU Leuven)

+ Birgitte Louise Hansen, The Netherlands / own practice, independent researcher, writer, and 
teacher in architecture analysis, PhD from TU Delft
Notes on interpretation: Analysing architecture from the perspective of a reflective practitioner

+ Sophia Psarra, United Kingdom / Professor of Architecture and Spatial Design, Director 
MPhill/PhD History and Theory at The Bartlett School of Architecture
The building within the city: Between historiographical research and the autonomous object

+ Joseph Bedford, USA / Assistant Professor of History and Theory at Virginia Tech 
Architectural Discourse  in a Post literate Age

Session 4B: The Lenses of the Researcher (chair Fredie Floré)

+ Julia Jamrozik, USA / Assistant Professor, School of Architecture and Planning, University 
at Buffalo, studio Julia Jamrozik and Coryn Kempster
“Growing up Modern” - Lessons from childhoods in iconic homes

+ Laura Harty, United Kingdom / Lecturer in Architectural Design + Detail, ESALA, 
Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape Architecture
Butter Paper, drawings under the surface.

+ Heidi Svenningsen Kajita, Denmark / Assistant Professor, University of Copenhagen 
+ Katie Lloyd Thomas, United Kingdom / Professor of Theory and History of Architecture, 
Newcastle University 
On File and As File: tracing communicative processes in the Byker archive 

Conclusion / Reflections
+ Dialogue with Hilde Heynen (Professor at Department of Architecture, 
KU Leuven), Rolf Hughes (Professor at Faculty/Department of Architecture, KU Leuven), 
Helen Thomas, Caroline Voet, Eireen Schreurs

All times are Central European Time .
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Helen Thomas is an Architect, writer, and editor with a PhD from the University of Essex 
in art history and theory. 
Attracted to all architecture that diverges from the canon, she has written on postcolonial 
issues, Rykwert and the relationship between theory and practice, architectural drawing, 
and takes an interest in the way that women practice as architects. 
Having engaged with institutions as an editor and senior lecturer at the Victoria & Albert 
Museum, Phaidon Press, Drawing Matter, the Architectural Association and London 
Metropolitan University, she now writes and produces books. 
Her most recent publications include: 
Architecture Through Drawing (2019), Drawing Architecture (2018), with muf 
architecture/art morethanone(fragile)thingattime  (2016), and with Adam Caruso at 
ETH Zurich: Hopkins in the City (2019), Rudolf Schwarz and the Monumental Order 
of Things (2016).

Research as an activity seems self-evident and purposeful, until we really 
start to examine what it is and why we do it. The situation set up by the 
organisers of this conference: an examination of and proposals for The 
Practice of Architectural Research, is provocative. This lecture takes up 
the challenge through investigating what takes place in the gap between 
Design Practice and Architectural History using examples from my own 
research practice – its subjects, processes and outcomes – over the last 20 
years.

Joseph Rykwert’s Masters course set up at the University of Essex in 1968 
is posited as a starting point for examining this relationship between 
practical action – or architectural practice – and academic reflection. 
Fernand Pouillon and Yasmeen Lari are two architects whose uses of 
history take the narrative forward to a final reflection on the changing 
nature of architectural practice and its implications on the kind of 
‘discursive research practice’ proposed here.  

The Mysteries 
Encountered when 

Finding Reality

Helen Thomas
Online lecture

08.10.20
09.15h

This keynote lecture is part of the symposium  
The Practice of Architectural Research, 8-9 October 2020 

 
Registration and link to symposium / lecture 

www.architecturalresearch.be
(Registration is free and open for all)

Image:  Sculpted Arch and Iron Pillar, Qtub Minar, Delhi. Photograph by Francis Frith, 1850-70 © V&A Collections

Helen Thomas Senior Research Fellow at the Department of Architecture, ETH Zürich
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Wilfried Wang together With Barbara Hoidn, founder of Hoidn Wang Partner in Berlin. 
Since 2002,
O’Neil Ford Centennial Professor in Architecture at The University of Texas at Austin.
Born in Hamburg, studied architecture in London; partner with John Southall in SW 
Architects. Founding co-editor with Nadir Tharani of 9H Magazine; co-director with 
Ricky Burdett of the 9H Gallery; Director of the German Architecture Museum.
Taught at the Polytechnic of North London, University College London, ETH Zürich, 
Städelschule, Harvard University, and the Universidad de Navarra.
Author and editor of various architectural mono- and topographs.
Chairman of the Erich Schelling Architecture Foundation; foreign member of the Royal 
Swedish Academy of Fine Arts, Stockholm; member of the Akademie der Künste, Berlin; 
honorary doctorate from the Royal Technical University Stockholm; honorary member of 
the Portuguese Chamber of Architects.

Based on a theory of architecture and an analytical methodology, it has 
been possible to study a broad range of architectural phenomena by 
Schinkel, Loos, Aalto, Frank, Tessenow, Knutsen, Scharoun, Plecnik, 
Lewerentz, Pikionis, Gray, Siza, Jensen & Skodvin, TEd’A Arquitectes, 
thereby offering an understanding of their cultural contributions. While 
some architectural commentators value written or spoken discourse over 
built fact, this presentation suggests that buildings provide the  ultimate 
and incontrovertible evidence of an intended character of reality or world 
view.

Architectural 
research as a key 
to understanding 

buildings
Wilfried Wang
Online lecture

08.10.20
20.00h

This keynote lecture is part of the symposium  
The Practice of Architectural Research, 8-9 October 2020 

 
Registration and link to symposium / lecture 

www.architecturalresearch.be
(Registration is free and open for all)

Image:   Reconstruction of Eileen Gray’s Master Bedroom in E.1027, Exhibition at the Akademie der Künste Berlin 2019, Photograph © 2019 Andreas (FranzXaver) Süß

Wilfried Wang Professor at the University of Texas at Austin, School of Architecture
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Paulo Providência is an architect and researcher at CES – Centre of Social Studies.  
He graduated in architecture at the Faculty of Architecture of the University of Porto 
in 1989, and teaches at the Department of Architecture, Faculty of Sciences and Tech-
nology, University of Coimbra. He completed his PhD on Architecture at the University 
of Coimbra in 2007. He has been researching and publishing on architectural practice 
and teaching. He is author of Architectonica Percepta. Zürich, Park Books, 2016, and 
co-edited Bartolomeu Costa Cabral 18 obras. Porto, Circo de Idéias, 2016; Leprosaria 
Nacional. Porto, Dafne, 2013; and Teaching Through Design, a special number of the 
journal Joelho #4, 2014. Leprosaria Nacional was “Finalista” of the FAD Pensamento 
y Crítica prize 2014.

To take a site: present tracings, outlines, figments, apparitions, X-rays 
of thoughts. Meditations on the sense of erasures. To fabricate a 
construction of time. - John Heijduk, 1986
Recently, I have been reflecting about the meaning that context, 
architectural context, urban context have for architects of the 1970s 
and 1980s generation, like Álvaro Siza, whose production and teaching 
are the basis of my education. Among the territorial linkage strategies, 
architectural draft tracings are particularly important at this time, 
emerging as elements of mediation between the project and the plan, 
between architecture and the city. Only by putting ourselves in the shoes 
of the producer, that is, redoing the production process of the architectural 
drawings, can we truly understand these connections, the possible 
options, the decisions made; it is truly a knowledge from inside the design 
process.
Taking the design of the Porto School building, my research focuses 
on redoing the options and design of the project through the micro-
identification of the tracing elements and their reasons, in the dozens of 
drawn pieces that built the project. To understand an architectural project 
is to retrace this path, putting yourself in the shoes of the producer.

Tracing Álvaro 
Siza’s tracings

Paulo Providência
Online lecture

09.10.20
09.00h

This keynote lecture is part of the symposium  
The Practice of Architectural Research, 8-9 October 2020 

 
Registration and link to symposium / lecture 

www.architecturalresearch.be
(Registration is free and open for all)

Image:  Álvaro Siza, Escola João de Deus, 1984

Architect and Professor at the Department of Architecture, University of CoimbraPaulo Providência
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Session 1

Positioning 
the Discursive 

Practice

Chair: Lara Schrijver This session explores the idea of discursive practice as a bridge 
between architectural practice and academia, in developing an 
architectural thinking, method or analysis that combines disciplinary 
research with research on exemplary building practice. The notion 
of ‘discursive practice’ addresses or frames the work of architects 
who believe that their experience and position as a practicing 
architect is integrally linked to architectural culture. Looking for a 
broader perspective, these architects examine architectural history 
and theory so as to position contemporary developments within 
history and to render these instrumental for their practice. Questions 
emerging from this concept include: Do practicing architects 
understand and use history in a different way to art historians? How 
do practitioners relate to conceptions of history? Are the methods of 
discursive practice inherently a-historical and intentional? As such, 
this session re-positions the practicing architect within the academic 
field and critically assesses the position of the emergent field of the 
academic architect-researcher. It describes the exchange between 
reflection, architectural theory, writing, and designing and making. 
Is there any such thing as ‘operative theory’?

Caroline Voet
Conference Chair, KU Leuven
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“The lasting appeal - and 
attainability - of the fully 

reasoned form will be
questioned in contrast with 
the exercise of discernment 

as an integral, if often 
subliminal,

part of the creative process.”

Irina Davidovici is an architect and historian currently based in Zurich, where 
she lectures and co-ordinates the doctoral programme at the gta Institute for 
History and Theory of Architecture, ETH Zurich.  Davidovici is the author 
of Forms of Practice: German-Swiss Architecture 1980–2000 (2012, second 
expanded edition 2018) and editor of Colquhounery. Alan Colquhoun from 
Bricolage to Myth (AA Publications, 2015). Her articles have been published 
in AA Files, ARCH+, Casabella, OASE, Joehlo, Project Journal, Werk, Bauen 
+ Wohnen and Archithese. 

Irina Davidovici

The Reasoned Form: 
Concept and Discernment in 

Processes of Design
Contemporary architects often emphasise the conceptual nature of their work as a matter of artistic integrity. 
Concepts are widely theorized as the driving force that coordinates formal, spatial and material decisions, 
thus guaranteeing their coherence. Rooted in Renaissance art theory, the deep-seated belief in the authority 
of concept has survived in the rationalist tradition as a subset of modernism. It has exercised a particular 
hold on the Swiss architecture of recent decades. In the buildings of several auteur-practitioners (Herzon & 
de Meuron, Gigon / Guyer, Christian Kerez and others) relationships between parts and whole have been 
determined by matrices of self-imposed rules. As the result of transparent rational causalities, the reasoned 
form opposes the claims of transient aesthetics norms, subjective symbolism, or personal narrative. This 
conceptual discipline implies the autonomy of the architectural work as an intellectual, disembodied reality, 
which exists in parallel to its material presence in the world.
At the same time, already since late-Renaissance art theory, the rational basis for form has been challenged 
by the necessity for adjustment, most clearly so in the notion of disegno, the transition from idea to drawing. 
This counter-tendency remains prominent in recent and contemporary architectural works in which rational 
decisions are explicitly or implicitly destabilised by various forms of artistic licence. In projects by various 
architects, from Valerio Olgiati to Anne Holtrop and Go Hasegawa, rational chains are painstakingly 
developed only to be disrupted at crucial moments by irrational gestures: legible logics that frame their own 
disturbance. In these cases, the resulting artefacts are determined by the intentional contrast between orderly 
forms and their adjustment based on personal, opaque value systems. As statements of artistic emancipation, 
these intuitive gestures underscore the same belief in the fundamental autonomy of the architectural work.
The proposed paper will discuss the pairing of rational concept and subjective discernment in contemporary 
practice, each with their own implicit limitations and risks, as sides of the same coin. The lasting appeal - and 
attainability - of the fully reasoned form will be questioned in contrast with the exercise of discernment as an 
integral, if often subliminal, part of the creative process. The paper examines the complementarity between 
the rational ordering of idea, programme and site on the one hand, and the necessity of corrections, based 
on the exercise of discernment, on the other. It argues for their equivalence as emancipatory practices, which 
highlight a common framework of authorial control.

1481 adorationmagi Davinci drawing
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Wouter Van Acker is associate professor at the Faculty of Architecture La Cambre Horta 
of the Université libre de Bruxelles (ULB) where he co-directs hortence, ULB’s research 
centre for architectural history, theory and criticism. His research focus is the history of 
epistemology and aesthetics in architecture in the twentieth century, and in particular the 
problem of returns and late style in postmodernism. He co-edited four volumes among 
which most recently Architecture and Ugliness (Bloomsbury, 2020).

Wouter Van Acker

The Nine-Square Grid: 
The Surviving Image of an 

Architecture without Content
The question to what extent history can serve as a toolbox for architectural design was an important question 
in the late 1970s, as illustrated by the 1980 symposium on “History in Architectural Education” in Cincinatti. 
Here John E. Hancock noted how contextualism, the new historicism and the loss of faith in modernism’s anti-
historical stance had radically changed the way architects and their students viewed the instrumentality of 
architectural history. Among the diverse approaches, he distinguished three directions: a comeback of history in 
architecture with Venturi’s Complexity and Contradiction (1966), a flourishment of the history of architecture—
here Tafuri’s Theories and History of Architecture (1968) is an evident candidate—, and history for architecture. 
The last type he described as an educational experience for future architects and mentioned Vincent Scully, 
Colin Rowe, and Bruno Zevi, but a number of people contributing to the conference, such as Christian Norberg-
Schulz. 

A notable example of history for architecture with a direct impact on design pedagogy is Colin Rowe’s essay 
“Mathematics of the Ideal Villa” (1947) that informed John Hejduk’s nine-square grid studio exercise. Rooted 
in a pedigree of art history that goes back to Wittkower and Riegl, the nine-square grid approaches the 
architectural project not as a solution to a problem defined by site and program, but introduces architecture to 
students as a process of acquiring knowledge and design skills about form, aesthetics and art. The “kit-of-parts 
problem” could only to be resolved through drawing, by getting familiar with the basic elements of architecture. 
In 1971 the Cooper Union School of Art and Architecture organized at MoMa an exhibition of students’ work 
showcasing various space manipulations, often both in plan and axonometry, based on the spatial language of 
Cubism and Futurism. 

The nine-square grid exercise has been copied in many 
architecture schools over the world as a first-year’s studio 
project initiating the novice student in stakes of architectural 
composition. In 1988 bOb van Reeth decided to use it as the 
assignment for the first year’s studio at the newly founded 
Department of Architecture at Ghent University. By the 1990s, 
the apparent formalism, and the absence of material, urban 
and social concerns made the neo-avant-garde approach 
rather untimely. Yet, the 9-square grid—a diagrammatic 
recurring figure from Alberti and Palladio to Le Corbusier— 
was returned not only in the work of bOb van Reeth but more 
recently in the villa Buggenhout (2012) of Kersten Geers and 
David van Severen, who made the exercise during their studies 
under Van Reeth. With this project the architects clearly 
reread in an inter-medial approach the issue of Greenberg’s 
autonomy of the arts, and the concurring issue of opticality, 
flatness and minimalist theatricality. 

This paper questions the relational model of art and architectural history to practice in the nine-square grid 
exercise, and proposes a reading of the survival and return of this diagrammatic figure in studio pedagogy and 
villa architecture in the late 20th century through a dynamic of reckoning with the history of its self-referentiality 
and a continuous ambition to restore a temporality of lateness.

“(…) in the villa Buggenhout 
(2012) of Kersten Geers 

and David van Severen (...) 
the architects clearly reread 

the issue of Greenberg’s 
autonomy of the arts”
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Fatma Tanış trained as an Architect in Istanbul and Stuttgart. She holds Master’s degrees 
in Architecture History (ITU), and Conservation and Restoration of Cultural Heritage 
(MSGSU). After living in Bodrum, Izmir, Porto, and Hamburg, where she deepened her 
interest in port cities, she has started her doctoral research on port city culture in Izmir 
in the Department of Architecture at the Delft University of Technology.

Fatma Tanış

Sedad Hakkı Eldem as a Cosmopolitan 
Individual: Research, Writing, 

and Practice in the formation of 
Turkish Modernism

Sedad Hakkı Eldem (1908-1988) was an important exponent in defining Turkish modern architecture as well 
as in forming and consolidating the architecture pedagogy in Turkey. Eldem was a practicing architect and 
professor in the State Academy of Fine Arts (SAFA) in Istanbul. Sedad Hakkı Eldem had vast interactions with 
Europe. His exchanges with European experts continued in Istanbul. Eldem was an assistant of Ernst Egli, who 
radically reformed the architecture education in the SAFA in line with the modern movement. In this respect, 
the intellectual exchanges between Egli and Eldem led to the establishment of the research project based on 
learning from vernacular architecture. The project had Janus-faced ambition: first, it aimed to define Turkish 
Modernism over the vernacular architecture, second, the goal was to define “Turkish House” as a part of the 
nationalist ideology of the government. The method applied for this project was surveying traditional houses 
in the former lands of the Ottoman Empire that covers Balkans and Anatolia in present-day Turkey. In scope 
of this project, Sedad Hakkı Eldem lectured at the SAFA “National Seminars”, ordered studios by applying 
the principles of the research project. Moreover, Eldem published numerous books and articles in which he 
translated the tacit knowledge embedded in the vernacular architecture into technical drawings to transmit the 
knowledge of master builders trained in the workshops and in the building site to architecture students trained 
at the architecture school. Surveying vernacular buildings also largely informed Eldem’s architecture practice. 
Bouncing the knowledge through the architecture pedagogy, Eldem displayed the elements derived from the 
research project in his practice as a substantial part of his long professional life.

In the lights of these information, this article aims to explore underlying patterns that were present in the agency 
of Sedad Hakkı Eldem during the formation of Turkish modernism through focusing on Eldem’s cosmopolitan 
character. The notion of “translation” as a family concept of the cosmopolitanism allows further elaboration on 
Eldem’s role in the creation of a context defining the “Turkish house” over building surveys and its translation 
to another new context into the Turkish modernism. This process covers a research project, a constitution of the 
architecture pedagogy and a publication of the findings. In conclusion, this article points out that an architect, 
who was also a writer, used the historical research different than architectural historians. The case of Sedad 
Hakkı Eldem showes not only can (vernacular) buildings can be understood as an expression of the history 
within the socio-spatial context, but also analysis of the physical construction, spatial composition, building 
materials in relation to their environs can directly inform the architect at various levels during the design 
process. Moreover, the importance of the personal experiences in formation of architecture also came to front. 
Under the guidance of his cosmopolitan character that was developed in between cultures, he had a clarity 
on resources and simultaneous developments to act promptly in line with the demands of the era, particularly 
around the mid 20th century. In addition to his experiences and knowledge, Eldem used his authority in the 
field of architecture to develop the architectural pedagogy and guide the Turkish modern architecture that has 
informed further generations of architects in Turkey through consulting architectural history.

“Eldem published numerous 
books and articles in 

which he translated the 
tacit knowledge (...) of 

master builders trained in 
the workshops and in the 

building site to architecture 
students trained at the 
architecture school.”
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University of Cambridge / Professional Diploma in Architecture DipArch
CASS, London Metropolitan University / RIBA Architecture Parts I + II BA MArch
University of Reading / History of Art and Architecture, Fine Art BA

Louis Mayes is an architect-in-training and writer. He currently writes for Architecture 
Today and Blueprint Magazine, where his latest commissions include a self-initiated 
series based on conversations with designers about how sketches form part of their 
design process. Other recent articles include Grafton’s Kingston University building, 
Bovenbouw Architectuur’s Ostende care home and an interview with Madelon 
Vriesendorp.

Louis Mayes

Searching for the Essential - 
Sketching, Drawing, Designing

We are looking at a sketch drawn by Florian Beigel of a traditional Korean Pojagi, or handmade patchwork 
tapestry. Described as ‘beautifully unsure’, it shows the importance of the sketch in translating between a 
reference and the key concept of the Pojagi House that ARU designed. Reflecting on a dialogue with Philip 
Christou of ARU this paper aims to define the ability of the sketch as a tool to mediate between the theoretical 
and practical elements of architectural practice today through studying the impact of sketches on the design 
process. 

Throughout a project, the sketch remains inherently a product of both the hand and the mind- an intuitive 
response from the designer that may encompass the key concepts, histories and spatial qualities of the scheme. 
Whether it represents a reference image or a site, the sketch can be read as a tangible summary of the thoughts of 
the designer. It can also often be the first time that the designer begins to transcend the schism between two and 
three-dimensional spatiality of a project, or to use one of Peter Markli’s terms, the point at which composition 
becomes gestalt.
As with Florian’s sketch below, an early drawing often succinctly defines the key concept or architectural 
articulations relevant to a project. Yet it is the void and its element of uncertainty and ambiguity which lends 
the sketch its poignancy. Whilst the lines define a concept, the voids in-between represent the potential for 
changefulness; the solid and void are in tension.

It is this quality that allows us to bridge between practice and theory using sketches. In comparison to the 
traditional approach of dissecting the Canon of architectural history, because of today’s commercially driven 
and bureaucratic building processes the outcome of a project is rarely what the architect initially envisaged. 
With this in mind it could be argued that writing about an architect’s work through referring to their sketches- 
drawn throughout, reflecting first-hand on elements of the project at various stages- could be more telling 
than using often post-rationalised text and staged images, and indeed the building itself. Is a text or press 
photo actually a less ambiguous/more reliable source than a sketch? Are we truly understanding the architect’s 
intention when we use these sources, or will using the anticipatory elements of a sketch to read into their 
intention allow us to better understand the project?

By interrogating the relationship between sketches and projects through conversations with the architects this 
paper will provide a framework to approach how sketches produced in contemporary practice may be read to 
inform our theoretical approach to contemporary projects.

When we visit the ARU’s Pojagi House today we see 
a quality that resembles the original Pojagi reference. 
Equally, Siza’s unfinished Malaguiera housing reflects 
similar qualities to the initial sketches. The sketches 
form the key concept, or infrastructure, around which the 
rest of the project is constructed. From a Practice based 
point of view, this paper looks to ask how the open-ended 
quality of the sketch might be translated through to the 
finished product in this manner; how can the design of a 
building not be seen as so ‘finite’?

 

“Throughout a project, the 
sketch remains inherently 
a product of both the hand 
and the mind – an intuitive 
response from the designer 

that may encompass the 
key concepts, histories 

and spatial qualities of the 
scheme.”

Florian Beigel, Sketch of a Pojagi (2018)
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Patrick Lynch established Lynch Architects in London in 1997, and the Canalside Press 
in 2018. He studied at the Universities of Liverpool and Cambridge, completing his PhD 
at The Cass in 2015. He taught at The Architectural Association, Cambridge and The 
Cass, and has been an Honorary Professor at Liverpool since 2016. Exhibitions include 
Venice Biennale (2008 & 2012) and Milano Triennale (2017). He is the author of Civic 
Ground (2017), Mimesis (2015), and The Theatricality of the Baroque City (2011). He is 
the editor of The Journal of Civic Architecture.

Patrick Lynch

The Poetics of Interpretation: 
Hermeneutics + Participation + 

Reflection
We are taught at school to make an essay plan before writing one, and yet architects also make plans via 
drawings. Architects are taught to think through drawing, and so it is perhaps no surprise, that when they 
train as architectural historians they bring with them the habit of drawing as a primary tool of analysis and 
investigation. The drawings above were made in response to the call for papers for this symposium. They 
illustrate one way that drawings work in academic research in the field of architecture. Architects are also 
taught to notice particularly poignant moments in their design processes. For example, moments when complex 
design problems suddenly resolve themselves into an architectural idea, moments when ideas suddenly emerge 
from the page as if by compulsion. Such moments of insight usually occur coincidentally with breakthroughs in 
drawings and models, often annotated with self-critical comments of doubt. This process is, arguably, similar 
to the fabled “Eureka Moment” of a scientist working in a laboratory, or a historian absorbed in an archive. 
I would like to suggest another, complimentary, method, one that also involves a sketchbook, illustrated by my 
own research into St Peter’s Klippan by Sigurd Lewerentz . This alternative method emphasises phenomenology 
as participation and hermeneutics as imaginative interpretation. Drawings feature strongly in this method, 
both surveys and reconstructions, and also “memory drawings”. The latter are a form of reflective meditation 
upon the symbolic dimension of architectural spaces. They are sometimes reflections upon metaphorical content 
that modern architects felt compelled - by ideology and perhaps by temperament - to otherwise leave latent in 
their work. They are accompanied by close readings of written accounts of the design process - in this case 
study of Lutheran theology and liturgy complimented, by the writing of Lewerentz’s client Lars Ridderstedt ; 
and by participation in buildings as they were intended to be used – in this case as a worshipper at St Peter’s 
one Sunday in February 2012. This work revealed a dimension of situated meaning previously overlooked by 
previous architects commentating on the church, as hermeneutic enquiry and phenomenological participation 
became fused, in action and reflection, into a highly poetic mode of critical study. My hubristic suggestion is 
that there are moments in design research when interpretation imitates the character of design so closely as to 
become almost indistinguishable from imagination and poetics. This alternative method might be considered an 
example of what my teacher Dalibor Vesely called ‘a new form of knowledge’. It suggests a new way of thinking 
about research and making in which both meanings of imaginative poetics - “craft” and “poem”, i.e. techné-
poiesis - are present within each other at once. Arguably, this is possible – if not inevitable if one draws - because 
the thought processes of craft, and of making in general, and the poetic product itself, are simultaneously present 
in reflective praxis of all kinds. This phenomena is something that I would like to discuss in more detail.

Earth to sky, drawing of St. Peter’s 
Klippan by Patrick Lynch

“(…)’memory drawings’ 
(…) a form of reflective 

meditation upon the symbolic 
dimension of architectural 

spaces.”

 1 ‘Practical Poetics: Rhythmic Spatiality and the Communicative 
Movement between Site, Architecture and Sculpture’, The Sir John Cass 

School of Art and Architecture, London Metropolitan University, PhD 
dissertation supervised by Peter Carl, Helen Mallinson and Joseph 

Rykwert, 2015: published as Civic Ground: Rhythmic Spatiality and the 
Communicative Movement between Architecture, Sculpture and Site, 

Patrick Lynch, Artifice Books on Architecture, London, 2017.
  2 Adversus populum: Peter Celsings and Sigurd Lewerentz’s Sacred 

Architecture 1945-1975, Lars Ridderstedt, Uppsala, 1998.
 3  See for example ‘On the Contribution of Poetry in the Search for 

Truth’, and ‘Intuition and Vividness’, in The Relevance of the Beautiful 
and other Essays, Hans-Georg Gadamer, Cambridge, 1986; the essays 
in Reason in the Age of Science, MIT, 1982; and also his magnus opus 

Truth and Method, Sheed and Ward, 1960.
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“(…) little architecture 
magazines: (…) an 

intellectual position which 
can be considered as healthy 

in times when academic 
standards threaten to 

overrun (…) other forms of 
practice, especially in the 

design studios.” 

Carlo Menon (Italy, 1981) is a qualified architect and researcher in history and 
theory based in Brussels, with degrees from La Cambre (Brussels, 2006) and The 
Bartlett (London, 2013). His collaborative practice, mostly with partner Sophie Dars, 
interweaves architectural thinking with publications, exhibitions and education. He 
has especially developed a critical writing and editorial practice, whose outputs mostly 
appear in the magazine Accattone of which he is co-founder, but also in academic and 
cultural contexts.

Carlo Menon

Agency and Critical Editorial 
Devices in Recent Little 
Architecture Magazine

This contribution aims at debating the recent practice of independent magazines in light of the still-standing 
cleavage between theory and practice addressed by the symposium. Evidence gathered from such magazines, 
that I have been studying for the past 8 years, allows to argue that many of the people involved in architecture 
today don’t really act from within a rigid professional frame, but rather work across a field of various forms 
of practices. They design, teach, write, protest, collect, publish, bringing together different publics (‘active’ or 
‘passive’) and thus producing, de facto, hybrid kinds of architectural knowledge—all of which could easily be 
defined as architectural ‘projects’, even when construction is not the outcome.

Often informed by academic environments and methods, but easily intervening outside of academia and using 
other forms on inquiry and of expression, I argue that little architecture magazines represent a potential, prolific 
site for exchanging ideas in architecture. They contribute to redefining the practice of criticism in a non-
prescriptive way: an intellectual position which can be considered as healthy in times when academic standards 
threaten to overrun and subsume other forms of practice, especially in the design studios.
If there certainly are frictions that need to be acknowledged, there might also be forms of convergence: on 
the one hand, in the past two decades academia has been opening up to artistic and architectural practice, 
progressively including practice-based research curricula as alternatives to the usual dissertation (e.g. Doucet 
and Janssens, 2011); on the other hand, parallel to the loss of confidence in the authority of the architectural 
‘object’, discursive practices have become a fundamental mode of operation across all fields in architecture, 
prompted by ethical stances towards post-bubble economy and climate change.

Adopting a similar, non-prescriptive position, and looking past the divide between academia and practice, my 
contribution to the symposium suggests borrowing Isabelle Stengers’ notion of an ‘ecology of practices’ (2005) 
to explore the field of little architecture magazines. What forms of critical thinking do they offer? How do they, 
articulate theory and practice? What cross-connections do they establish in and out of academia?
Answers to these questions are based on the evidence gathered from little magazines of the past fifteen years, 
and revolve around two main concepts: that of the critical editorial device, as developed – among others – 
from Genette’s ‘paratext’ (1987); and that of the minor key, as developed from Deleuze and Guattari’s ‘minor 
literature’ (1975).

The first concept allows to move past the recent 
debate on critical architecture, the post-critical 
and the crises of criticism (e.g. Rendell et al, 
2007), arguing for the existence of valuable forms 
of criticism other than the typical essay: it expands 
its room for manoeuvre to the ‘grey’ elements of the 
editorial process.
The second concept allows to consider the agency 
of little magazines in challenging architecture’s 
established codes. In a minor key, moving in the 
middle, little magazines cross the intra-disciplinary 
boundaries and contribute to dismantle the 
resistances by which we have come to oppose 
‘practice’ and ‘theory’.
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Session 2

The Tools 
of the 

Discursive 
Practice

Chair: David Vandenburgh How does the discursive practice operate, what are its tools? 
Architects pass on their knowledge within their offices and through 
their teaching positions – by observing, sketching, testing, and 
making. Architectural design constantly evolves : following dreams, 
aspirations and ideologies, the architect’s ontological doubt and 
imagination are expressed through structural contingencies, in 
sketches and drawings that preclude building. The design process 
is the research field, an intense dialogue with the context, program, 
social and cultural forces, technological conditions, the clients and 
all kinds of personal motivations. This session questions the different 
tools through which a critical architecture is conceptualized and 
made, and from this perspective frames its position in an urban 
condition, as part of a society, as part of a culture. What happens 
when we abrogate a genealogy that binds architectural production 
to the elusive derivations of architectonic themes in the history of 
architectural theory? What happens if we start from the perspective 
of the thing made in drawings, competitions or journals, towards 
other frames as a-historical matrices or networks?  As such, this 
session addresses the myriad links between the critical analysis of 
drawings and buildings and the writing of architectural history and/
or theory, exploring tools where they are superimposed and reinforce 
each other.

Caroline Voet
Conference Chair, KU Leuven
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Cathelijne Nuijsink is a Marie Sklodowska-Curie Postdoctoral Fellow at the Institute for 
the History and Theory of Architecture (gta) at ETH Zürich, where she works and teaches 
on the history of modern and contemporary architecture.  Her research focuses on cross-
cultural knowledge exchange in architecture culture and aims to contribute to a more 
dynamic and inclusive crossed history of architecture. Nuijsink’s current postdoctoral 
research project explores the potential of ‘contact zones’ as a general historiographic 
method in the field of architecture, using as a case study the Shinkenchiku Residential 
Design Competition (1965-present). The study will result in the book project Another 
Historiography: The Shinkenchiku Residential Design Competition, 1965-2020 (Jap Sam 
Publishers, 2021), accompanied by a travelling exhibition and website.

Cathelijne Nuijsink

Announcement 1992 Shinkenchiku Residential Design Competition, Shinkenchiku 
July 1992, 146-147. 

Rem Koolhaas’ House with No 
Style: the 1992 Shinkenchiku 

Residential Design Competition
Forging a “Space of Ideas”

This paper uses the 1992 Shinkenchiku Residential Design Competition “House with No Style,” judged by Dutch 
architect Rem Koolhaas, as a lens through which to investigate the discursive practice of architecture. In his role 
as the single judge of this notorious housing-idea competition from Japan, Koolhaas provocatively established 
the contest theme of “House with No Style” and called on contestants to devise methods on how to shed style 
and stop the automatism of form-making merely for the sake of it. The competition brief effectively aligned with 
Koolhaas’ custom of undermining architectural conventions and with his “anti-architecture,’’ which refuses 
to behave as architecture should. The act of jurying is explained here as an opportunity for Koolhaas — who 
started his career in 1975 as a writer and paper architect — to conduct research (again) at a time when he was 
heavily involved in actual building projects.

Studying the competition brief, the winning entries, and the judge’s final remarks, as well as the influence 
of the contest on the practice of OMA, this paper aims to reveal how the 1992 competition edition forged 
a “space of ideas” in which Koolhaas could expand architectural production toward theoretical issues and 
“generate intelligence” prior to the design of actual buildings. Simultaneously, it intends to disclose how the 
competition served as a multi-directional portal between Koolhaas’ early highly individual research projects, 
such as Delirious New York (1978) and the launch of the think tank AMO as a counterpart to OMA in 1999, 
and anticipated a model of collaborative knowledge production paramount to the practice. By showing how the 
competition operated as a fruitful dialogue between jury and contestants who collectively produced architecture 
knowledge, the paper also subtly demystifies the genius of Koolhaas as star-architect. 

“(…) the 1992 competition 
edition forged a ‘space 

of ideas” in which 
Koolhaas could expand 
architectural production 
toward theoretical issues 

and ‘generate intelligence’ 
prior to the design of actual 

buildings.”
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In her work, Elke Couchez explores the intersections between architecture, visual 
studies, intellectual history and pedagogy. She studied Fine Arts (Sint-Lucas Academy, 
Ghent) and Art History (KU Leuven) and defended her PhD “Gestures make Arguments. 
Performing Architectural Theory in the Studio and the Classroom 196x-199x” in June 
2018 at the KU Leuven Faculty of Architecture. 
In 2018 and 2019, she worked as a post-doctoral fellow on the project “Is Architecture 
Art?” at the University of Queensland’s Centre for Architecture, Theory, Criticism and 
History. As of October 2019, she teaches art and architecture history at UHasselt and 
works within the research group TRACE.

Elke Couchez

Architects who read, ILAUD 
and the Predicaments of Direct 

Experience
This paper takes a historical approach to architecture’s search for its own unique mode of intellectuality and 
focuses on a mid-1970s debate on direct experience. It concentrates on the tool of ‘reading’ the city, which was 
explored at the International Laboratory of Architecture and Urban Design (ILAUD), established in 1976 by 
Spazio e Società’s founder Giancarlo de Carlo (1919-2005). This educational laboratory – an extension to Team 
X – invited students and acclaimed practitioners from different universities around the world to rethink urban 
form. During ILAUD’s formative years, the physical and social environment of Urbino functioned as a frame 
of reference: all participants were invited to develop strategies for urban interventions, based on a thorough 
understanding of the marks left by social, historical and topographical transformations on the physical space.
‘Reading’ was the proposed method of action to unravel an intricate web of relationships in the physical 
environment. The role of the designer, according to De Carlo, was to empathetically engage with – or read – 
the pre-existing layers of meaning and relationships and to articulate them through the activity of drawing. De 
Carlo – finding a theoretical bedrock in the writings of Christian Norberg-Schulz, who was a welcome guest 
speaker at the ILAUD residential courses – preferred the analysis of existing urban complexes through direct 
experience above the interpretation of maps or archival sources. Reading by drawing, arguably, was not a 
contemplative activity, but a performative practice best suited for architectural intervention.

By contrasting the studio brief of the second ILAUD residential summer courses in Urbino to a series of highly 
illustrative student drawings, this paper sheds light on the different and often contradictory implementations 
of this method of reading by drawing. This paper furthermore argues that this experiential planning method 
became a tool in enabling and representing a critical stance vis-à-vis the figure of the architectural historian 
and traditional ‘linear’ historiography. Reading by drawing was an attempt to retrieve an ‘essence’ which was 
believed to be ‘truer than history or words’, and thus involved a search for an architectural knowledge that was 
embedded in architectural and urban form.

This paper frames the tool of reading in the disciplinary exchange between historians and architects in the 
1960s and 1970s. In the works of De Carlo’s contemporaries such as Alison and Peter Smithson, Aldo Rossi and 
Vittorio Gregotti, direct analyses of urban form for instance often displaced texts. Staged in a binary opposition 
to textual history, the method of reading by drawing and its underlying paradigm of direct experience upheld a 
promise of a more democratic and participatory way of perceiving the built environment and thus formulated 
a response to the alienation engendered by the post-war urban environments. This paper argues, however, that 
reading by drawing was by no means a self-contained analytical tool that covered all layers of complexity, but a 
deliberately tentative design approach that fed from the hinge between interpretation and projection.

ILAUD Studio

“Reading by drawing was 
an attempt to retrieve an 

‘essence’ which was believed 
to be ‘truer than history or 

words’ (…).”
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Pauline Lefebvre is Chargée de recherches FNRS at Faculté d’Architecture de l’ULB. 
Her PhD was about the recent encounters between architecture and the pragmatist 
tradition in philosophy. Her current research aims at understanding architects’ 
engagements in the run of the design process, by conducting immersive fieldwork within 
architecture firms. She focuses on the forms of practice emerging when architects engage 
more directly in fabrication and construction.

Pauline Lefebvre

Values in the Making. Observing 
Architects Crafting their Discourse
Following architects at work from within the architecture firm, allows to describe architecture in the making, 
instead of studying their production once built and/or published and rather than relying on their established 
discourses. Such a pragmatist approach tends to provisionally eclipse what architects have to say about their 
work to emphasise material design operations. In order to question this tendency, this paper focuses on a process 
I observed during one of my fieldworks where words played a central role: the process that led the four founding 
partners of the firm to establish and communicate what they called their “values”, under the form of a short 
text which was to replace the “about” section of their website. Following this process within the firm, allows 
me to show how material it actually is: not only does it require many artefacts, visuals, materials, gestures, etc. 
besides words, but it is inextricably entangled with many other processes in which the architects take part at the 
same time, such as assembling portfolios and slideshows, evaluating and documenting past projects, as well as 
designing current ones and prospecting for future ones. I am interested in this particular process because my 
research investigates the forms that architects’ political or social engagements take within their daily practice, 
beyond the posture they might explicitly claim. I had chosen that firm because part of their discourse is precisely 
about favoring the practical and concrete aspects of architecture at the expense of theorizing what they do. Yet, 
once in the firm, it was impossible to ignore the time they were actually spending on discussing what they were 
doing and how to communicate about it, writing various forms of texts and constantly looking for the right 
formats and words. My activity as a researcher taking 
notes, making sense of what they were doing, and writing 
papers, was not so foreign to their practice as architects 
after all! Focusing on the making of their “values” allows 
to address my main hypothesis: architects’ engagements 
are not prior nor external to their practice and production. 
They are not prior intentions that end up formalised in 
their sketches, models, mockups, organisation, behavior, 
etc. They are rather themselves in the making through 
these very concrete things and processes. They are not 
merely made of a different material, such as ideas, words 
or attitudes. In a pragmatist perspective, values manifest 
themselves in what we care for, what we attempt to 
sustain; they are thus not abstract but observable. Values 
are not what explains architects’ work but what needs to 
be explained thanks to the meticulous depiction of what 
architects do and how they are made to do. This paper 
shows how practicing research within architecture firms 
doesn’t necessarily impose to choose practice against 
discourses but prevents from establishing any strict a 
priori distinction between the two, to rather consider a 
series of interconnected socio-material practices.

“Architects’ engagements 
(…) are not prior intentions 

that end up formalised in 
their sketches, models, 
mockups, organisation, 

behavior, etc. They are rather 
themselves in the making 

(…).”
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Harold Fallon (1977) graduated as a Civil Engineer Architect at UCL in 2001. He co-
founded AgwA architecture office in Brussels in 2003. Harold is lecturing and researching 
at the KU Leuven Faculty of Architecture since 2007. His PhD in architecture at the 
RMIT (au) researches the design strategies rooted at the heart of the practice and the 
relationships with the literary practice of poet Francis Ponge as inspirational force.

Together with:

Benoît Vandenbulcke (1978) graduated as a Civil Engineer Architect at UCL in 2001. 
He co-founded AgwA architecture office in Brussels in 2003. His PhD in architecture at 
the UCLouvain departs from research on his practice at AgwA and makes use of the tools 
of a designing architect to engage with the work of Sanaa, Zumthor and Herzog & De 
Meuron. He is currently professor at the faculty of Architecture of ULiège since 2017.

Benoît Burquel (1981) graduated as a Civil Engineer Architect at ULiège in 2005. He 
obtained a Master of Human Settlements from the KU Leuven in 2007. After lecturing 
and researching at ULiège in 2014-2017, he currently lectures at ULB. He co-organized 
the summer schools “Real Estate Architecture” running from 2016 until 2018. He is a 
partner of AgwA architects since 2017.

Harold Fallon, Benoît Vandenbulcke and Benoît Burquel

Mise en abyme distribuée 

Lleft to right, top to bottom: 1. multiple authors, “Book of Copies”, San Rocco, presented at the Venice Architecture Biennale, 
2012; 2. Tomas Ooms, “Of Fragments: Taxonomic Landscapes: Markings of a Threefold Practice”, CA2RE Ghent , 2017; 
3. Gabriele Mastrigli, ““S,M,L,XL. Architecture of a Book”, lecture, Kent State University ; 4. Aby Warburg, Mnemosyne 

Atlas, 1924-1929; 5. Gerhardt Richter, “Atlas”, 1962-2013, reproduced in David Burnett, “The order of Memory: Gerhard 
Richter’s ‘Atlas’”, Queensland Art Gallery Blog, 2017; 6. Lina Bo Bardi, view of the gallery of the MASP by Paolo Gasparini, 

Colección Instituto Bardi /Casa de Vidro São Paulo, 1970; 7. Harold Fallon, “Tought and Action”, in “Metarbitrariness?”, 
PhD These, RMIT, 2012; 8. Hans-Peter Feldman, “Seated women in paintings”, 2008.

Distributed Artefacts:  
Found in Translation

In fall 2020 a first peer-reviewed selection of articles will be published following the conference “Practices in 
Research”. In this publication, practicing architects were asked to develop a reflection upon the nature of the 
interaction between their practice and their research. They were explicitly invited to make explorative use of 
text and illustrations, with the objective to overcome the traditional duality and hierarchy between word and 
image. In this experiment, the contributors developed very specific layouts, that were translated afterwards to 
fit a template for the publication. 

The layouts seemed crucial to convey the content, and even participated in the relevance of the contributions. The 
exercise of translation challenged the understanding of the nature of such contributions. In these contributions 
the visual content and the layout could not be reduced to the status of illustration of the text. 
We decided to grasp the opportunity to reflect further on non-hierarchical relationships between verbal and 
non-verbal content, on the nature of such mixed contributions and on some consequences of their irreducibility 
to verbal forms. From there, the notion of “distributed artefact” is proposed and positioned, as well as a double 
and overlapping assessment of these distributed artefacts, including the verbal/logic consideration and the 
intersubjective appreciation of both content and form.

The article consists of a series of images and a text. They form two autonomous, interdependent, parallel and 
intersecting threads. The images punctuate the text following regular intervals. 

“We decided to (...) reflect 
further on non-hierarchical 
relationships between verbal 
and non-verbal content, on 

the nature of such mixed 
contributions and on (…)  

their irreducibility to verbal 
forms.”
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Education: 
2018 – PhD, Architecture, KTH School of Architecture, Critical Studies 2010 – MSc, 
Design for Sustainable Development, Chalmers University 2002 – MA, Architecture, Iran 
University of Science & Technology 

Experience: 
Currently – Postdoctoral Fellow at Edinburgh School of Architecture & Landscape 
Architecture, UK 2018-2020 – Lecturer, KTH School of Architecture, Sweden
2010-2015 – Guest Researcher, Umeå School of Architecture, Sweden
2002 – Lecturer, Azad School of Architecture – Zanjan, Iran 
1997-2007 – Architect at ABADI Office, Amood Office, Nabavi Office – Tehran, Iran.

Sepideh Karami

Starting from the Mess. The 
“Environment-Worlds” of 

Architectural Research and Design
On top of the Technical Institute of Abadan in southwest Iran, designed by the British architect, James Mollison 
Wilson (1939), there are three bells made by Gillett & Johnston bell and clock manufacturing in Croydon, 
Surrey, in England. The bells used to be heard over the city of Abadan on the first day of every academic 
year, to welcome the new students who were ready to learn all about oil. The chimes continued even after the 
nationalization of oil and the dismissal of British Petroleum Company in 1951, but stopped after the 1979 
Iranian Revolution. While students have continued to be educated at the institute, in the vicinity of these dormant 
bells, dictatorship, imposed wars, external and internal colonization, have created an “environment-world” 
wherein the piece of architecture nearly disappears in a series of complex relations. But how to approach such 
complex sites?

The methods through which we encounter, give critical reading, and inhabit architectural projects and sites, 
while having a significant role in making new trajectories and shifts in practices of architecture design and 
research. They also reveal what we mean by practice and what it can and cannot do in response to social, 
political and environmental crises. Bryony Roberts in her “Expanding Modes of Practice”, questions the “one-
way street” architecture designers take “from idea to drawing to building”, and dismantles this linearity by 
bringing in the “mess of labor, money, site conditions, trade collisions, political squabbling and occupancy” 
and asks: “What if that mess was the starting point?” In her Creative Ecologies: Theorizing the Practice 
of Architecture, Hélène Frichot also invites us to turn around an object-oriented and frontal approach to 
architecture that is carefully “framed and curated”, and instead to allow “its facilitative background” to emerge 
and make architecture “nearly indistinguishable from these surroundings.” As she writes: “This would be to 
allow the environment-worlds of architecture to be considered, as well as the minor characters who work away 
quietly at the periphery.” 

This proposal studies the “environment-
worlds” of architecture constructed through 
research methods and design tools that make 
the  architectural object “indistinguishable” 
from its surrounding mess. I mainly focus on 
decolonizing tools, through which Architecture 
is “multiplied across a more diverse array of 
points of view.”  To do so I start with architecture 
work by the British Petroleum’s architect James 
Mollison Wilson, who supported colonization of 
oil resources by means of architecture design 
during the early 20th century in Iran. I work 
with two methods: “watching the photograph” 
borrowed from Ariella Azoulay and methods of 
storytelling. While “watching”, instead of looking at photographs, animates a finished event and opens up 
a closed frame to new possibilities, storytelling change the course of colonizing grand narratives and brings 
in other (hi)stories. Afterwards I reverse the changes and investigate how such an approach to architecture 
– starting from the mess – can be applied in architecture design and its consequent impact on rethinking the 
practice of architecture.

A bell on top of the Technical Institute of Abadan building

“While ‘watching’, instead 
of looking at photographs 

(...) opens up a closed 
frame to new possibilities, 
storytelling changes the 

course of colonising grand 
narratives and brings in 

other (hi)stories.”

  4 Roberts, B. (2020). “Expanding Modes of Practice”. Log 48. p. 11
 5 Frichot, H. (2019). Creative Ecologies: Theorizing the Practice of Architecture. London: Bloomsbury. P. 07.

6  Ibid. 
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Simon Henley combines his practice Henley Halebrown with teaching, writing and 
research. He is a postgraduate unit master at the Kingston School of Art where he is also 
undertaking a PhD by Practice. In 2018 Quart Verlag published a monograph on the 
practice in their De Aedibus International series. In the same year Henley Halebrown 
was shortlisted for the RIBA Stirling Prize. Simon is an editor of The Plan Journal, an 
External Examiner at the University of Moratuwa in Sri Lanka and Brother of the Art 
Workers Guild. 

Simon Henley

Façade Studies
The nature of the wall or envelope has changed radically in the last 50 years. In a past, the construction of 
buildings had been vernacular, by which I mean governed or at least influenced by available materials. The plan 
forms of buildings were dictated by available technologies, by the capacity of material to bear load and to span 
and therefore shape and define space. Furthermore, that causality was transposed to the face of the building 
wherein ideas about shelter were perceptible. Despite technology a similar causality remained evident for much 
of the Nineteenth and Twentieth Century and the type of building and type of façade in ways remained connected.  
Today however the façade has delaminated and is simply a technological device, not a cultural proposition.

The intensification of concern for the environment, and more specifically for performance, post Buckminster 
Fuller (Manhattan, 1968) means the wall, in its new guise, is different. It is a more complex configuration 
consisting of a number of layers, some serving its performance and others, character. Inside, the envelope 
is divided into abstract and imperceptible technical systems. The fabric is not matter, as such, but a series 
of lines that perform discrete technological roles. The reasoning that underpins these abstract elements has 
been separated from the sensible and perceptible aspects of building. The cause and effect of this technology 
prevents materials from being used appropriately. In so doing, the perceptible, which had previously served an 
approximate role, that had been observed to work over time, and historically had given rise to construction, 
has been lost. 

From the outset my practice has concerned itself with the meta-functional configuration of the plan and how 
it relates to an institution and more broadly, society. But more recently, the work has been reflecting on the 
generative potential of the façade. Early adaptions to buildings such as the project Talkback (1999) represented 
the façade as something to be used and revealed a close association with landscape. But with Chadwick Hall 
this became explicit. The independent loadbearing facades that encase the interiors seek to mediate between 
the nearby C18th and C20th structural technologies and so to make sense of the imperceptible aspects of 
construction and notions of shelter, to offer a type of explicitly constructed liminal space and to orientate 
inhabitation to the natural world and to an awareness of our environment. 

The nature of liminal spaces on the margins of a building differ one from the next. A study of the threshold 
becomes therefore a study in type. In the case of the dwelling, the significance of the threshold lies in its 
capacity to associate the inhabitant with, and disassociate it from, their situation, and in so doing generate an 
architecture.

The paper will explore the conundrum the wall presents and demonstrate our researched approach to this idea 
of type when making façades in practice. This is linked to my March studio teaching at Kingston School of Art – 
this year “The Useless Façade” – and my PhD by Practice also at Kingston, studying the Façade – the wall & 
liminality .

Chadwick Hall (2012-2016)

“Today however the façade 
has delaminated and is 
simply a technological 
device, not a cultural 

proposition.”
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Session 3

Techniques 
and Tools 

of the 
Researcher

Chair: Helen Thomas How can project analysis be a form of critical interpretation and 
knowledge building? Is there such a thing as creative knowledge that 
contributes to a study of history? This session aims to go beyond 
written research and proposes other ways to make the tools of the 
architect visible and up for debate and critical assessment. What 
is the relation between research tools and design tools, structuring 
and building up a framework of knowledge? A central agent within 
this research is the design sketch and the architectural drawing 
in relation to the actual building. How do you capture pivotal 
moments within the design process and relate them to its reflection, 
influences and effects in time? What is the appropriate language of 
the analysis? What is the relation between re-reading and re-writing, 
and re-looking and re-making? How do you re-draw? Can tools be 
borrowed from the field of research by design?

Caroline Voet
Conference Chair, KU Leuven
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Jana Culek is a Croatian architect and urbanist living in the Netherlands. She is the 
founder of Studio Fabula, a Delft based architecture and urban planning office which 
focuses on narrative based design methods. Since 2018 she is a PhD researcher with the 
Chair of Methods and Analysis at the Faculty of Architecture in TU Delft, where she also 
teaches. She is investigating utopias as a critical method in architecture and literature.

Jana Culek

Examining Utopias, Comparative 
Scales as a Transdisciplinary 

Research Method
Utopia, in the context of my research, is seen as a critical method, an unattainable ideal which is not meant to be 
realized. In the same way that utopian literature is not meant to provide an applicable script for an ideal society, 
utopian architecture does not intend to provide blueprints. Utopias are a collection of ideals, working together to 
provide a theoretical testing ground, not with the aim of realization, but rather to provide reflection and critique 
to their historical context. Working with utopian projects from two different fields – architecture and literature 
– and comparing them is problematic, since the methods and mediums through which the works are produced 
differ. Architectural utopias presented mostly through drawings, generally focus on spatial changes of different 
scale, with the population described in toto and in relation to their interaction with the built environment. 
Literary utopias, conversely, are created as a fictional text, with rarely any graphic representation. In order to 
describe the imagined world, the various changes which the utopian work proposes in relation to our “reality” 
are depicted on the level of social interactions and spatial conditions. The built environment is described through 
the narrative, as a set in which the plot unfolds. 

To productively compare case studies from both fields, elucidating the various methods utopias employ to critique 
and reflect on their socio-spatial contexts, I developed a comparative method based on juxtaposing social and 
spatial elements on different scales. The method was initially based on the work of literary comparatist Caroline 
Levine – Forms: Whole, Rhythm, Hierarchy, Network (2015). Levine states that, when comparing literature, the 
traditional formal analysis of a text through a close reading should not only examine the forms of the text itself, 
but rather broaden its scope to include social and political patterns and experiences. While a formal analysis 
in itself is not a novelty in the architectural field, the inclusion of social elements and experiences is. Therefore, 
the combination of both social and spatial elements in the comparison becomes key to bridging the gap between 
two fields. Including both social and spatial aspects of the works, the method then dissects the utopia into its 
building blocks which are further distributed into three scales: the small scale which encompasses the individual 
or the single unit, the medium scale which consists of groups and buildings, and the large scale which depicts the 
society and the city. Drawing, which becomes an integral part of the comparison, works together with the text in 
order to depict the conditions surrounding the three scales. Breaking the utopian works down to their building 
blocks allows for the transdisciplinary comparison which can be performed through each scale separately. 
Looking not only into the proposed utopian elements, but also how they relate to same-scale elements of their 
historical contexts, allows us to see what types of utopian changes lead to what types of results with the aim of 
identifying which social and spatial forms shape utopian worlds and which forms are, in turn, shaped by utopias.

Medium scale - Utopian streetscapes: Hilberseimer’s metropolis, Zamyatin’s One State 
(images reconstructed by Jana Culek)

“Utopias are a collection of 
ideals, working together to 
provide a theoretical testing 

ground, not with the aim 
of realisation, but rather 
to provide reflection and 

critique on their historical 
context.”
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Enrico Miglietta is a Ph.D. Candidate at Politecnico di Milano (AUID), where he 
graduated in Architecture in 2016. In 2020 he was Visiting Ph.D. - Research Associate 
at KU Leuven. 
Alongside his professional activity, in the last years he has worked as a GTA within 
international Design Studios held in the AUIC School, Politecnico di Milano. 
His research analyses issues related to the relationship between architecture and 
memory, preservation and regeneration of the cultural heritage.

Enrico Miglietta

Moving from the Fragment. 
A re-reading of Form through the 

Agency of the Joint
As in a game of reverse, through the tools of the design discipline, the research aims to investigate the practices, 
material vectors of drawings and realizations, for the possibility of revealing an interpretative orientation, (in)
actual and extensible methodology for re-reading architecture.
Among the most problematic crossroads, the notion of fragment still opens today, with its unsolvable ambiguity, 
to possible investigations. As interrogative exception and element of crisis of language, precisely in presenting 
itself as an element of rupture, seems we can find its resurfacing in the work on materiality by those architects 
who were part of the so-called other tradition of the modern.
Lessons of balance, the works of masters such as Scarpa, Pikionis, Aalto, Fehn, Lewerentz seem to move from 
the fragment, from a work on detail where every singularity participates in the organization of the organism-
architecture.
They also seem to indicate us, concerning that relationship between the part and the whole, and therefore 
between the whole and the complete, a third possible way of the fragment, its movement that goes from the 
particular to the particular, in a regime of discourse that it is not of deductive and inductive logic but of analogy.
In the wake of operational criticism traced by Tafuri, updated through the tools of design-driven research, the 
investigation will propose a tomographic reading of fragments as evidential paradigms, extracted where the 
relationships between structure, form and history of construction seem to clearly emerge (or is cleverly hidden), 
revealing through their deconstruction a stratification process of the design implicit in its material culture.
It is therefore proposed to move the observation in their joints, as focus points or densifications of meaning, 
in which we assume to find a form of a pre-cultural and superhistorical understanding of their construction 
process.
The reading of these principles of tectonic condensation is proposed as point of onset of the form, first datum of 
senses, clue for a pragmatic re-reading of the work and the subsequent construction of a hermeneutics.
Finally, an attempt will be made to demonstrate how the analysis of these expressions of meanings, in which 
pragmatism, mathematics and semiosis concur, can make them synthetically perceivable, demonstrating a path 
that from their vague state, fertile ground for intuition, can determine a generalisability, thus describing the link 
from figure to action as a line of identity.
The hypothesis generates multiple openings: first of all a proposal for a transnational vision around the theme 
of the fragment that, in addition to shedding new light on already well-known works, can cast some through a 
comparative study on lesser-known figures of the architectural panorama, focusing attention on that attitude 
that sees in proceeding by fragments and in the work on the full-scale drawing a historiography in continuous 
evolution. 
At the same time, the investigation instruments can become a pedagogical tool, leaning in theoretical and 
practical form on previous experiences but at the same time renewing the strategies and research objectives, 
describing through their interrogative sequence the essential points of a knowledge inscribed in architectural 
practices.

Fragment of the Pavilion on the water, Brion Cemetery, designed by Carlo Scarpa. Full scale re-drawing and measure 
analysis by Enrico Miglietta.

“(...) the investigation will 
propose a tomographic 
reading of fragments as 

evidential paradigms (...).”
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Sereh Mandias is a lecturer and researcher at the Chair of Interiors Buildings Cities at 
TU Delft. She also works as a visiting lecturer at the Rotterdam Academy of Architecture 
and as editor at platform for city culture De Dépendance. She was a co-editor of the 13th 
Archi- tectural Review Flanders and of the publication The New Craft School. She is a 
member of the editorial board of OASE and co-founder of architecture podcast Windoog. 

Sereh Mandias

The Building is present. The 1:5 
Model as a Tool for Research, 
Design and Communication

A Fragment of Museum Boijmans van Beuningen, 
Model by Sam Stalker and Riccardo Garrone, 

photograph Bas Leemans

As the transformation of existing buildings is an ever-larger part of the architect’s portfolio, the research into the 
value and quality of existing structures gains importance. This research has long been the domain of art historians, 
who, in their cultural-historical investigations, evaluate (mostly monumental) buildings by positioning them 
within their time. Because these investigations only give a limited understanding of the qualities of a building, 
this paper discusses the largescale physical model as a tool for the architect to understand the architectural 
qualities of a building, the relevance of using this knowledge as a basis for architectural transformations, and 
the value of the large-scale model in communicating the results of such a research to a wider audience.

This paper is based on a research project into the architecture of the Museum Boijmans van Beuningen in 
Rotterdam, the Netherlands. The original museum of 1935 was extended three times over the past century, 
making the ensemble an architectural collection that represents the changing insights into museum building 
over time. The museum is currently planning an overhaul that includes the demolition of its latest two extensions 
in favour of a new wing. The project’s hypothesis was that a study using 1:5 models as an analytical tool could 
enable an intimate understanding of the qualities of the museum. This could then lead to the design of a series 
of small-scale interventions, as an alternative to the unsustainable and expensive logic of demolition and new 
construction.

Based on visit to the building, a series of six fragments were chosen that represent key architectural moments 
within the ensemble, such as a fragment of a façade or a threshold between two galleries. Together with a group 
of master students, these fragments were built at scale 1:5, either mimicking the act of building by pouring 
concrete and staining wood, or imitating the appearance of the fragment. Based on the architectural themes 
present within the fragments, a series of six transformation proposals for the museum were developed, varying 
from the adding of a staircase to reorganise the circulation through the museum to the introduction of a window 
to improve the relation between inside and outside.

Through the act of building the fragments of the museum in 
the studio, it was possible to acquire a refined understanding 
of the haptic qualities of the building’s architecture. In doing 
so, the models introduced a specific way of understanding 
architecture, one that locates the quality of the existing 
architecture in its details and its physical, material presence. 
This clearly influenced the transformation proposals, which 
reinforced specific existing qualities of the building and 
acquired a similar precision and material quality as the 1:5 
models itself. The project therefore shows how the act of 
largescale modelling can foster the skill to design precise, 
small scale interventions. In doing so, it shows the potential 
of the 1:5 model as a valuable addition to the tools of the 
architect when engaging in transformation projects.

“The project (…) shows 
how the act of largescale 

modelling can foster the skill 
to design precise, small scale 

interventions.”
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Practicing architect, researcher and associate professor, Luis Burriel Bielza holds 
a Ph.D. from the Polytechnic University of Madrid (ETSAM) since 2010. His main 
research subjects are Le Corbusier’s thinking process and later on, the dialogue 
between structure/architecture as a creative tool. In 2013 he curated an exhibition on 
Le Corbusier’s postcard collection at the CIVA Museum. As a practicing architect, he 
is cofounder of SOMOS.Arquitectos, with a specific look at domesticity and collective 
housing. As an Associate Professor, he’s been conducting Design Studios between Madrid 
and Paris, as well as a theoretical course “The integration of Structure and Architecture 
as a creative tool”.

Luis Burriel Bielza

Drawing as a Tool to understand: 
the Case of Villa Dall’Ava

When reflecting upon the appropriate tools to develop a new research project, my position as a practicing 
architect and design Studio teacher demanded a critical re-examination regarding those I have developed in the 
past. While most of the time I relied on words in order to explore, elucidate, test and build a solid theory, other 
tools and skills specific to this professional condition were left aside. Writing is a way to codify the world, to 
make it accessible and readable (literally and metaphorically), but the same applies for drawing. The moment 
you need to transfer an atmosphere from a three-dimensional architectural space into a bi-dimensional surface 
(a piece of paper or a computer screen), a certain amount of information needs to be surgically erased. Which 
elements of the original subject are to be preserved or prioritized, which others should be evacuated? How can 
we “translate” that space? Drawing is not only about communicating, it also about thinking and stablishing 
hierarchies. It must address a specific issue; therefore, it struggles to clarify a question. Regarding practice, 
they might be used at every phase, searching to fulfil different goals. During the design stage they allow spatial 
strategies to be formalized. When evolving to building stage, they are coded to allow everyone involved on site 
to make it real. This paper will be focusing on drawings made on a third stage, those striving to understand a 
research object, which is already completed. In this particular case, the main question is, what does the drawing 
reveal that the building cannot?

I would like to shed light on these issues using 
Rem Koolhaas’ Villa Dall’Ava as a case study. 
Despite its size, it is a crucial project, because it 
embraces several themes already present in his 
work at different scales, here explored and put into 
practice on a finished building. For the first time, 
critical research on the house has been based on 
the original documents, thanks to unlimited access 
provided to OMA’s archives. Throughout the 
different design stages, sketching and drawing were 
the main tools for thinking, testing, exchanging, 
correcting, defining and finally, making the built 
solution become real. As an extension of this 
technique, the current analysis aimed to explore the 
capacity of drawing as a research tool, developing 
different procedures to produce “artifacts” 
containing several layers of information. They are 
produced “through” and not “by” digital software, 
they are never an automatically generated response. 
We believe that the tools applied to conceive an 
architectural space can be extremely relevant to 
identify strategies which cannot be fully grasped 
through written-based research.

“This paper focuses on 
drawings, (...) striving to 

understand a research object 
which is already completed 
(...). What does the drawing 

reveal that the building 
cannot?”
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Rosamund Diamond is the founder of Diamond Architects. She studied at the Bartlett 
School. She teaches at the University of Nottingham. She has taught at the Architectural 
Association and the Bartlett Graduate School, and reviewed work at several international 
schools. She is the author of various architectural essays and has edited several books 
including From City to Detail: Diener & Diener with Wilfried Wang, with whom she was 
an editor of the journal 9H. She is the London correspondent
of werk bauen + wohnen for whom she regularly contributes reviews. 

Rosamund Diamond

Architecture from Drawing, 
a Brief Enquiry into three Types

Ordinary things contain the deepest mysteries. At first it is difficult to see in the conventional layout .... anything 
but the crystallization of cold reason, necessity and the obvious
Robin Evans ‘Figures, Doors and Passages’ 1978

In developing strategies to make urban architectural projects, certain kinds of drawings can reveal the 
complicated conditions in which building designs operate. Historically, drawing methods have at times been 
used as political instruments or a means of change. In the architectural design studio, different kinds of drawings 
can invest ideas and propositions with theoretical structures. There is a distinction between at least three types: 
ways of drawing from which urban conditions can be interpreted and propositions tested, representational 
methods for investigating theoretical concepts as methodologies for design ideas, and neo-realist drawing 
techniques used as the persuasive tools of architectural propositions. The latter may be made as fictions to 
reinforce existing conditions or to propose radical change.

The paper will examine the relationship of drawing to how projects are developed in the teaching studio as 
critical design, reassessing propositions and their contexts, by challenging architectural preconceptions. Over 
several years in our vertical design studio at the University of Nottingham, we have been making projects in 
diverse urban situations in London and beyond, using specific types of drawings as tools, to investigate and 
represent existing spatial conditions, such as the interaction of public and private space. Understanding the 
complexities of such spaces by drawing them, could enable students or architects to design projects critically 
engaged with their complex existing contexts, and to predict how their designs contribute to the urban fabric. 
The paper will focus on a few of the drawing types we have been using to make comparative studies, and develop 
designs. Critical design questions the physical and social conditions in which projects are made. Its drawing 
methods could be used as investigative and creative tools. In our studio, specific two- and three-dimensional 
drawing methods have been used to investigate projects from theoretical standpoints, including those derived 
from Sitte’s City Planning according to Artistic Principals and Rossi’s The Architecture of the City with its urban 
artifacts, and those proposing radical heterogeneity, including Rowe and Koeter’s Collage City.
The drawing kinds include

Nolli ground plans, drawn iteratively to interrogate public space definitions, and complex layers of accessibility 
in the contemporary city, with their nuanced social and political structures. Used at different and magnified 
scales, the Nolli drawing becomes a tool to describe relationships between movement, and physical and notional 
elements, and as a propositional instrument, also presenting interactions of public and private interior space

The ‘developed surface exterior’, used to analyse city 
compositions, and to make figurative propositions for 
building and urban forms. The peculiarities of each 
urban situation inform the representational process. 
Robert Adam’s version, referred to by Robin Evans 
as ‘the developed surface interior’ and adopted 
by members of the De Stijl group and Eileen Gray, 
has also been used in our studio to investigate 
layered internal space. Studies of urban building 
elements, such as the arcade and canopy, have lead 
to experimental combination drawings (and full-scale 
interventions) with which we have conversed on the 
purpose of architectural drawing.

Eileen Gray

“Critical design questions 
the physical and social 

conditions in which projects 
are made. Its drawing 

methods could be used as 
investigative and creative 

tools.”
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Tom Coward is a co-founding Director of AOC; designing generous architecture that is 
beautiful and socially engaged. Gaining recognition for inventive inquiry, participatory 
practice and characterful buildings; we operate at diverse scales with a reputation for 
high quality architecture in sensitive contexts. 

Tom studied at the University of Nottingham, the Royal College of Art, and was awarded 
the Alsop Architecture Prize. Currently MArch Year Leader at Kingston University, In 
2011 he was a Louis Kahn Visiting Professor at Yale. 

Thomas Coward

View of unit 9 volume in section perspective. 2020. Drawing by Tom Coward

Time in Unit 9: Comparison 
Between the Projected Life of the 
Drawing, the Residues of Living 

and Lived Experience
Stewart Brand talks of the life of a building through its ‘shearing layers of change’ over time; site, structure, 
skin, services, space and a closer grain of ‘stuff’ – ‘le mobilia’. What the QS calls FF&E (furniture fittings 
and equipment) and minor moveables is often left to the user to take care of or is a commission for a separate 
designer.
Over the last decade Agents of Change (AOC), an architectural practice in London I co-founded in 2005, 
has increasingly become involved in objects as well as with rooms, buildings and landscapes. Specifically, the 
completion of the Reading Room at The Wellcome Collection in 2015 led to a number of conversations with 
a wide range of future clients. Most potently we were commissioned to ‘curate memories’ through a design 
research project for people suffering from a dementia. From 2016-18 we worked closely with Sergison Bates 
Architects to develop step-change through a household model of dementia care, and our focus was in the 
arrangement of things.
We work through engagement, and through this have found that the shared institutional imagination of a place 
is interpreted through its objects - the collection - as much as it is understood as existing within its community, 
its stakeholders, the building or spatial context. When considering the making of meaningful experience we 
advocate an intense inter-relationship construed through an architecture of all things. 
Space and form are typically defined in terms of geometry and the experiential quality of the fabric. The spatial 
component relating to the objects within often treated as secondary as a product of function or use. Alternatively, 
is there a form of space that prioritises content? how would ‘contented space’ be described? What are its 
characteristics? And practically when designing for use how do we anticipate user generated content?
The first part of this paper will outline this priority of content more broadly within the practice of AOC through 
2 case studies that describe how memory, objects and spatial experience are connected through participation 
and engagement as a design process.
The paper will go on to present Unit 9, a long-term home of the architect Charles Moore, as a relevant study for 
considering ‘contented space’ and some of its potential characteristics. It will summarise the history of the home 
and its design intent and discuss how Lambros Malafouris’ Material Engagement Theory offers a useful model 
for understanding the experiential impact of the layers of change manifest in the composition.
Thirdly the paper will explore the lived experience of Unit 9 as a method of engagement, with initial research 
considerations derived through analysis of survey information gathered and archive records. It will outline the 
types of information garnered and their subsequent assessment through drawing – identifying the drawn record 
as resource and tool for both revealing the role of content and anticipating un-built experience.

“Material Engagement 
Theory offers a useful 

model for understanding the 
experiential impact of the 

layers of change manifest in 
the composition.”
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Session 4

The Lenses 
of the 

Researcher

Chair: Fredie Floré In this session we turn to the researchers and problematize the lenses 
at their disposal to study the discursive practice. The architectural 
practice does not only produce drawings but also art works, teaching 
notes and lectures, diaries and postcards, many of which have not 
been fully explored. This session addresses the role of the researcher 
in the selection and framing of his material.  Drawings, from the 
design sketch to technical details, reveal ideas on materiality, 
tectonics, structure and morphology. They represent the myriad 
forms an architectural practice can take. In addition to the practice 
of architecture however, there is also the teaching, writing, artistic 
practice and personal life of the architect and his/her office. What 
is the value of these varied sources, and how can we assess and 
contextualize them? How do the research lenses connect researcher 
and architect, how can they be made operational in research? What 
do new tools and media add to the formulation of the discursive 
practice, and what is their relationship with hand-drawn material? 
What should be considered ‘the archive’ of the current academic 
debate?

Caroline Voet
Conference Chair, KU Leuven
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Dr. arch. Birgitte Louise Hansen has her own office in Rotterdam. She is a Danish 
architect, an independent researcher, teacher in architecture analysis and architectural 
research, a writer and a curator of exhibitions. She was the editor of the publication 
Beyond Clinical Buildings (2008), has written for different publications and magazines 
and spoken at different conferences and symposia. In 2018 she defended her PhD 
(Architectural Thinking in Practice) at Delft University of Technology. 

Birgitte Louise Hansen

Notes on Interpretation: Analysing 
Architecture from the Perspective 

of a Reflective Practitioner
This paper is about interpretation in and of architectural research. It is related to my dissertation ‘Architectural 
Thinking in Practice’, defended at the TU Delft in 2018, in which I explored how the practice of architecture 
can be understood, analysed and discussed as a field of thought. The practice perspective provoked fundamental 
questions such as how to describe what architects do, how they operate, how they think? Besides, what is 
architecture? And how is this made manifest through the architectural means by which an architect work? What 
I encountered in my research was, that it is not possible to talk about one discipline – one knowledge field – one 
type of architect. Even within a team of architects working on the same project, there are different perspectives, 
roles and responsibilities. This lead me to conclude that it is more right to say that there are; different ways 
architects think in practice; different practice forms; and different interpretations, attitudes and positions in the 
field.
The research into the world of practice was paralleled by an independent methodological research. This led 
to the development of a paradigmatic model - a methodological thinking tool - which can be used to analyse, 
interpret and discuss the discipline of architecture from multifarious perspectives as a system of five different 
knowledge fields. As each knowledge field is based upon a specific research position and an epistemological / 
philosophical theory and perspective, they constitute the link between theory and method. The methodological 
classification is a way to systematically think about research data and to relate data in complex ways. But the 
purpose of it is not to provide a methodological solution to or rules for design but to offer a critical and reflective 
frame of thought, systems of interpretations and examples of different attitudes and types in the discipline. It 
could be seen as the starting point for a discussion of the relationship between practice and academia, between 
practice and education, or all three of them.
Contrary to disciplines such as Sociology or Natural Sciences there is not an exact definition in the discipline of 
Architecture on how to perform architectural research. What is more, the practice perspective often is missing 
in literature on architecture. Instead architecture is portrayed as an aesthetical object or art, the illustration of 
theory, the consequence of history and/or socio-cultural circumstances. In order for this to change, architectural 
research needs to include a discussion of the design paradigm; ways to understand design, designing and the 
role of designers in the development of projects. While there is inspiration to be found in the neighbouring 
disciplines such as history or anthropology, who seem to have no problem addressing the issue of architecture 
in their research, it is less obvious, whether and/or how their methodological procedures and theoretical 
insights correspond with the architectural knowledge field and the discipline of practice. For this reason, the 
paper argues that practitioners should be included into academia; - making methodological research as an 
opportunity to reflect upon practice.

“(…) architectural research 
needs to include a discussion 

of the design paradigm; 
ways to understand design, 
designing and the role of 

designers in the development 
of projects.”
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Professor Sophia Psarra is author of The Venice Variations (UCL Press 2018 https://www.
uclpress.co.uk/products/107619?utm_source=jiscmail&utm_medium=listserv&utm_
campaign=jiscmail_ARCH-HISTORY_Psarra) exploring cities and buildings as 
multi-authored processes of formation alongside authored projects of individual 
design intention. Her book Architecture and Narrative (Routledge, 2009) explores 
the relationship between design conceptualization, narrative and human cognition. 
Her edited book The Production Sites of Architecture (Routledge, 2019) addresses the 
production of knowledge in architecture. Sophia is the Director of History and Theory 
PhD programme at the Bartlett School of Architecture, and has taught undergraduate/
graduate studios and seminars at the Bartlett, University of Michigan (2005-2011), 
Cardiff University (1997-2004) and the University of Greenwich (1992-1997).

Sophia Psarra

Sottoportico in Venice (left); Olivetti Showroom by Carlo Scarpa (right)

 

Sottoportico in Venice (left); Olivetti Showroom by Carlo Scarpa (right) 

The Building within the City: 
Between Historiographical 

Research and the Autonomous 
Object

Architecture is usually defined through intent while cities come into being out of multiple human actions over a 
long period of time. This seems to trap us between a view of architecture as authored object, and a view of the city 
as authorless, evolutionary process. The debate about the autonomous object and architecture seen as subject 
to contextual forces goes back to the separation of architecture from its skill base in craft and building practice 
that took place in the Renaissance. This separation also includes the operations through which buildings and 
cities are produced by designers, clients, users, regulatory codes, markets and infrastructures. 

The debate on these competing claims testifies that since the Renaissance we have failed to develop theories 
and methods that address the relationship, between autonomy and historiography on the one hand, and on the 
other, between authored architecture and authorless contexts. As a result, coupled with commercial forces, 
advancements in digital technology and complexity theory claim architecture and the city as self-organization, 
depriving architecture from relevance in shaping social capital. This is further exacerbated by architectural 
education which is institutionally and intellectually split into separate fields such as design studio, architectural 
humanities, environmental sciences, social sciences and morphological studies. For architecture to fulfil its 
scope as a social discipline we need to theorise its relationship with the social, political and economic processes 
of context. For architectural research to gain legitimacy we need theoretical and analytical approaches that 
address the intersection of history with the properties of the physical world and its materiality.  

This paper will explore the above issues in three parts: The first part will focus on key ideas by practicing 
architects on the relationship between authored architecture and the authorless city (Smithsons’s concept of 
Mat-building, Rem Koolhaas’ Delirious New York and his 2014 Venice Biennale). The second part will look at 
buildings that bring the evolutionary and authorless constructs of the city within their authored design logic (Le 
Corbusier’s Venice Hospital, Carlo Scarpa’s Olivetti Show Room, and Gypsoteca Canoviana). The last part will 
propose a theoretical synthesis for reconceptualising the relationship between pragmatic frameworks (history, 
site and context) and syntactic dimensions (composition, structure and relationships), authored architecture and 
authorless context, historiographical research and the autonomous object.  

“For architecture to fulfill its 
scope as a social discipline 

we need to theorise its 
relationship with the social, 

political and economic 
processes of context.”
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Joseph Bedford is Assistant Professor of History and Theory at Virginia Tech. He holds 
a PhD in History, Theory, and Criticism of Architecture from Princeton University and 
was the recipient of the 2008–2009 Rome Prize at the British School in Rome. He has 
taught at Princeton University and Columbia University and is the founding director of 
the Architecture Exchange, a platform for theoretical exchange between architecture and 
other fields, which houses an audio journal, books, workshops, oral history projects and 
curricula projects. He has published numerous book chapters and articles in journals 
such as AA Files, OASE, and Log. 

Joseph Bedford

Architectural Discourse  
in a Postliterate Age

As Marshall McLuhan famously argued, with the rise of the electronic age, humanity has been moving towards 
a post-literate paradigm in which media emphasizes images over texts. McLuhan’s thesis has been advanced 
within architecture by Mario Carpo who has documented the ways in which changing media have transformed 
the predominance of texts versus images in architectural theory.

This paper will adopt the thesis that architectural culture in line with these developments has been moving 
steadily towards a post-literate age with ever-new forms of electric media, most notably with the development of 
social media, that privilege a discourse based primarily on the circulation of images, video clips, and soundbites. 
It will argue that the debate surrounding the “end of theory” in architectural history has assumed that theory’s 
decline has been based largely on the impotence of its ideas and discourses, but that it has failed to examine the 
underlying media conditions by which discourse takes place. The paper will argue that architectural discourse 
is not inherently or essentially a literate discourse based on the circulation of ideas and debates through essays 
and books but that it can be, and is increasingly becoming, an increasingly post-literate discourse based on the 
circulation of projects through their representation in images and videos.
An international web of ambitious design practices are presently engaged in a highly refined architectural 
discourse through the sharing of work-in-progress and the following of each other’s work largely through 
Instagram. This work is just as discursive, erudite, historically informed, and sophisticated as it has ever been, 
and it advances architectural knowledge, yet it does so largely without the need of textual representations of 
projects.

The paper will analyze this state of affairs in terms of how the new post-literate paradigm of architectural 
discourse is more inclusive precisely because it is less ideological. It will develop the observation that just 
as gifs and memes facilitate ambiguous, humorous, ironic and noncommittal communication among digital 
natives, so too image-based discourse in contemporary architectural culture also facilitates a mode of discourse 
within which ideological commitments are actively avoided. The paper seeks to understand how this relationship 
between the post-literate paradigm of communication and irony facilitates the increasing inclusivity of discourse 
precisely because image-based irony suppresses ideological commitments. Yet also seeks to understand the 
underlying politics of this trend assuming that we do not in fact live in a post-ideological age, but only an age 
in which ideological conflicts have become less negotiable because they are often manifest in the febrile and 
overheated culture wars emanating from Twitter and Facebook.

In sum, the paper seeks to understand how 
the prevalence of a new global architectural 
discourse of images operates within the terms 
of our new media, adopting the post-ideological 
irony predominant within image-based modes of 
communication, yet it also seeks to understand how 
architectural discourse does so at the very same 
moment that surrounding media-forms have become 
ideologically overheated.

Instagram account of Bureau Spectacular

“(…) the new post-literate 
paradigm of architectural 
discourse is more inclusive 
precisely because it is less 

ideological.”
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Education; 2003 - 2007 University of British Columbia, Master of Architecture, 1997 - 
2001 University of Toronto, Honours Bachelor of Arts with Distinction Double Majors in 
Architectural Studies and Art History.

Work Experience; 2015 - present Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture, 
University at Buffalo, SUNY, 2015 - present Partner, studio Julia Jamrozik and Coryn 
Kempster, 2012 - 2014 Adjunct Instructor, Department of Architecture, ETH, Zurich, 
Switzerland, 2008 – 2012 Architect, Herzog & de Meuron, Basel, Switzerland, 2006 
Intern, Barkow Leibinger Architekten, Berlin, Germany, 2002 - 2003 Intern, Shigeru Ban 
Architects, Tokyo, Japan.

Julia Jamrozik 

“Growing up Modern” - Lessons 
from childhoods in iconic homes

While architecture’s occupation has not concerned greatly either the historian or the preservationist, this decade 
has brought forth scholarship on the complexity and richness of this experience and the deeper understanding 
of buildings that it carries, in terms of both personal narrative and a broader political and socio-cultural 
perspective.
1 Thispaperisbasedontheproject“GrowingupModern,”whichissoontobeapublicationofthesametitle. It
is a foray into the field of oral history typically not investigated in architectural scholarship, especially as it 
pertains to the experience of inhabitants. While many institutions have accumulated interviews with significant 
architects and landscape architects, the perspective of the user of architecture remains largely unexplored by 
this method.
As part of the project Coryn Kempster and I wanted to speak not to the adults who first inhabited canonical 
Modernist houses and housing, as they would have been either those choosing to commission or choosing to 
live in these avant-garde settings, but rather we wanted to hear about the experiences of their children. We were 
fortunate to interview Mr. Fassbaender, Mr. Tugendhat, Mrs. Zumpfe, and Ms. Moreau. They were the original 
inhabitants of the row houses by J.J.P. Oud in the Weissenhof Estate in Stuttgart (1927), the Tugendhat House by 
Mies van der Rohe in Brno (1930), the Schminke House by Hans Scharoun in Loebau (1933), and Le Corbusier’s 
Unité d’Habitation apartments in Marseille (1952), respectively.

The subjective and partial memories of past these inhabitants are rich in anecdotal and personal detail and 
speak to the messy life of architecture beyond its inception and construction process. With the passage of time 
these memories can become blurred or exaggerated, but the layers of meaning they carry bring a visceral sense 
of understanding and empathy to our contemporary experience of architectural heritage.
To conduct the interviews for this project, we traveled around Europe in a camper van through a heat wave, with 
our child, who was just learning to stand. When we embarked on our journey of creative documentation, we were 
not practiced interviewers, seasoned photographers or experts in Modernism, historians, psychologists, or oral 
historians. We are a couple with backgrounds in architecture and visual arts and interests in spatial history and 
narrative. We are designers, and we are also educators. We could not help but look at the iconic examples of 
Modernism through the lenses of history previously acquired through our own formal and informal education, 
the projective lens of design of and the empathetic lens of parenthood. These perspectives are layered onto the 
material gathered through conversations and the memories of our interlocutors. They are explored through text, 
annotations to the architectural drawings of the homes and through photographs aimed at illustrating aspects 
of the dwellings significant in the recollections.
Thus in this paper, and more generally in the “Growing up Modern” research project, the personal narratives 
of inhabitants become intertwined with our own narratives as authors to offer a more social history of iconic 
Modernist domesticities.

GrowingupModern Moreau 4-70

“(…) memories can become 
blurred or exaggerated, 

but the layers of meaning 
they carry bring a visceral 

sense of understanding 
and empathy to our 

contemporary experience of 
architectural heritage.”
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Laura Harty ARB, AFHEA, MA, B.Arch, B.Sc is an architect and proto-academic. 
Having studied in Dublin, Stockholm and Newcastle she worked as a Project Architect 
for O’Donnell + Tuomey between 2006 - 2014. Appointed Lecturer in Design + Detail 
at the University of Edinburgh in 2018, her practice consists of writing, drawing and 
commissioned architectural work. Her research focuses on the cultural relations between 
materiality and technology, highlighting intersections with architectural development, 
delivery and design.  

Laura Harty

Butter Paper,  
Drawings Under the Surface

The translucent sheet is rarely blank. There is always something under it, propping it, provoking it. This 
characteristic permits the draftsman a security of context, and yet the limits of the diaphane are questioned by 
its presence. The notion of transparent paper, or trace, is wrapped up in the techniques, materials and artefacts 
of its presence. ‘Trace’ can designate equally the surface upon which the drawing is made, the operation itself 
and the drawing - which is to say the traced copy. This research paper aims to explore this very complication, 
this fattening of the surface, to introduce transparent paper as a topic of research in itself.

Instinctively we know, via chip packets and discarded napkins, that grease both marks and transforms paper. 
Through its smear, we begin to see through. The fat sinks in, clogging and filling microscopic pores. This 
negation reduces the diffusion of light at the interfaces of its material to facilitate light transmission. Thus 
tracing paper, as with all translucent paper types, excludes air. This characteristic, its gluttonous inhalation, 
results in transparency which is the appeal and distraction of the medium. Both visible and invisible, such a 
surface permits copying, but equally mask connections. Once lifted and displaced it gains autonomy, capturing 
notions afresh, allowing new ideas to enter, interrupt and solidify. This capacity to hide and to reveal complicates 
its designation in many archives as a secondary, ephemeral and notorious unstable medium.
How architects gradually became conscious of the legitimate, that is exclusive possibilities and limitations 
of translucent paper, and how these were exploited both by the drawings themselves and the results of those 
drawings, is the task in hand. Aiming to understand how the exploitation of translucent paper’s unique and 
specific properties gave rise to a particular thinking about the generation of architecture, and how this was 
developed, propagated, and transformed within the limits of its own possibilities.

While work exists which deals with the medium from a conservation point of view (Laroque, Flieder, Brückle) 
little exists on its consequences as a thinking tool. Paper is considered primarily a carrier, a surface, but 
translucent paper challenges this assumption in its insistence that work occurs through it, rather than on top of 
it. How might thinking with this material shed light on the wider practices of architecture, in which drawings 
might be reservoirs for potential conversations rather than prescribing authoritarian solutions?
This paper aims to address the gaps in understanding between the medium of the architectural transparency 
and the drawings which it both supports and facilitates. To do so, I will document three main methods used to 
produce this transparency and look at three drawings produced using these procedures to draw out some lines 
of enquiry for discussion and elaboration. The aspiration is to draw attention to the substrate as a facilitating 
mechanism. Drawing out, drawing under, drawing through, this butter paper aims to wrap the slipperiness of 
procedural traces in architecture. Comprising a way into the topic, it aims towards a degree of clarification.

“The translucent sheet 
is rarely blank. There is 

always something under it, 
propping it, provoking it. 

This characteristic permits 
the draftsman a security of 

context, and yet the limits of 
the diaphane are questioned 

by its presence.”

Louis Kahn (1901–1974), Kansas City Office Building, 
1972. Black chalk on buff trace 597 × 463 mm 
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Heidi Svenningsen Kajita (Ph.D.) is Assistant Professor at University of Copenhagen 
and recipient of DFF-international postdoctoral grant for the project ‘(Im)Possible 
Instructions: Inscribing use-value in the architectural design process’ with Newcastle 
University. Her research interests include practice-based ethnographic-architectural 
methodology, architects’ tools, feminist theories and the history of Welfare State 
architecture and planning.

Katie Lloyd Thomas is Professor of Theory and History of Architecture at Newcastle 
University and a member of the Architectural Research Quarterly (ARQ) editorial 
team. Her publications include Material Matters (Routledge, 2007); with Tilo Amhoff, 
Nick Beech, Industries of Architecture (Routledge, 2015); and a monograph Building 
Materials: Material theory and the architectural specification (Bloomsbury, in 
preparation). A founder member of the feminist collective taking place, Katie’s research 
often examines intersections between gender, architecture and technology.

Tracing Communicative Processes 
in the Byker archive

In this paper we piece together threads of communicative practices as found in the Byker files for the Byker 
Redevelopment in Newcastle Upon Tyne (1969-82). We turn to the archived project files to ask how users’ socially 
reproductive processes can be mediated within architectural design methods, and to develop methodologies that 
can understand architecture through the processes of its production and use, not just as ‘physical objects but 
also social relations’ (Ockman, in Deamer, 2015, p.xxi).  

The Byker Redevelopment was the only project managed by the Newcastle office of Ralph Erskine’s Swedish 
architecture practice. Famously, the practice facilitated dialogue with residents from their office in a converted 
funeral parlour in the middle of the redevelopment area. But exactly how these communicative practices 
informed the design process is little known. Thanks to the fact that the office files have been kept in their entirety, 
voices of various actors are reflected in the shelves of files now 
archived in the RIBA Collection.  Still largely un-catalogued, and too vast for systematic research, we approach 
the files in an iterative–inductive research process, stitching wisps of material evidence together, assisted by 
theory, case-literature and our various backgrounds in architectural history and practice-based research.  We 
are interested in how the files entangle information that is too often treated as belonging either to practice, social 
concerns or architectural history.  

This paper reveals how the architects included social agency in their mainstream design processes through 
paperwork such as evaluative memos and investigative reports. Filed under the ‘Pilot Scheme’, special kinds 
of ‘participation’ documents reveal how the architects initiated and facilitated information exchanges with 
residents, including questionnaires completed by residents, their lists and letters of complaint. On file these 
documents allow us to trace motifs that reappear across the redevelopment by following a faulty flooring 
system to issues of noise, play, vandalism, pleasure and over-crowding. Thus, we notice how information is 
exchanged between different parties, across documents and over the extended temporality of the project. As 
Cornelia Vismann shows, files are more than repositories of information; they give us access to the temporality 
of the living process through which they were amassed (Vismann, 2008). At Byker, the pilot scheme allowed 
residents’ experience to feed back into design during the long duration of the rolling-programme, thus providing 
an exemplar for our study. As files these are material means through which social ideals were formalised and 
embedded into the design process (and perhaps the physical objects), and they are a remaining trace of lived 
social processes. 

These communicative processes let us 
challenge the normative understanding of the 
architect’s written work as finite specification 
and representation. Our close reading of files 
– as material and as temporal acts – reveals 
possibilities for inscribing social agency in 
architectural historiography; and from here, 
for guiding new speculative techniques that can 
broaden and mobilise information in open-ended 
architectural design processes. 

Byker Ralph Erskine tillsammans med ett barn [Byker Ralph 
Erskine with a child]. Arkitektur- och designcentrum, Stockholm. 

“Our close reading of extra 
work files – as material 
and as temporal acts – 
reveals possibilities for 

inscribing social agency in 
architectural historiography 

(...).”
Katie Lloyd Thomas & Heidi Svenningsen Kajita
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Fredie Floré is professor at KU Leuven, Faculty of Architecture. She wrote a PhD on discourses on ‘better 
living’ in Belgium in the period 1945-1958 (published in 2010 by Leuven University Press). Currently her 
research focuses on the representational role of architecture, interiors and furniture design in the second 
half of the 20th century. Floré is founding member of the research group Architecture Interiority Inhabitation 
(A2I, www.a2i-kuleuven.be) at KU Leuven, Department of Architecture, and commissioning editor of The 
Journal of Architecture. She has published and edited several books, including The Politics of Furniture. 
Identity, Diplomacy and Persuasion in Post-war Interiors (Routledge 2017, co-editor C. McAtee). Floré is 
co-supervising the project ‘Designing Embassies for Middle Powers: The Architecture of Belgian and Dutch 
Diplomacy in a Globalizing World’ (with A.-F. Morel) and co-chairing the symposium ‘Belgian and Dutch 
Embassy Buildings: Multi-layered Projects of Representation’ (www.belgiananddutchembassybuildings.be).

Dr Caroline Voet, architect PhD (1974) is assistant professor at KU Leuven, Faculty of Architecture. She 
holds degrees in architecture and arts from the Architectural Association in London and the Henry van de 
Velde Institute in Antwerp. Her research and teaching focus on young architectural heritage (Pioneering 
Practices), spatial systematics and design history (eg. www.domhansvanderlaan.nl ) and has been published 
in for example ARQ and Interiors Routledge. She wrote for the Architectural Yearbook Flanders and in 2016 
she was co-editor of the book Autonomous Architecture in Flanders. She recently published Dom Hans van 
der Laan. Tomelilla (Architectura & Natura, 2016) and Dom Hans van der Laan. A House for the Mind (VAi, 
DAM Architecture Book of the Year Award 2018).
After working in the offices of Zaha Hadid and Christian Kieckens, she started her own practice Voet 
architectuur in Antwerp, Belgium. They focus on heritage, conversions and the design of public interiors 
and scenography.
www.structuralcontingencies.be         www.arp-kuleuven.be      www.voetarchitectuur.be

Hilde Heynen is a professor of architectural theory at the University of Leuven, Belgium. Her research 
focuses on issues of modernity, modernism and gender in architecture. In Architecture and Modernity. A 
Critique (MIT Press, 1999) she investigated the relationship between architecture, modernity and dwelling. 
She also engaged with the intersection between architecture and gender studies, resulting in the volume 
Negotiating Domesticity (co-edited with Gulsum Baydar, Routledge, 2005). She co-edited the 2012 Sage 
Handbook of Architectural Theory (with Greig Crysler and Stephen Cairns). More recently she published an 
intellectual biography of Sibyl Moholy-Nagy (Bloomsbury, 2019; Sandstein, 2019).

Fredie Floré                       Faculty of Architecture, KU Leuven

Caroline Voet          Conference Chair, Faculty of Architecture, KU Leuven

Hilde Heynen                       Faculty of Architecture, KU Leuven

Rolf Hughes is Professor in the Epistemology of Design-led Research at KU Leuven and Director of Artistic 
Research for the Experimental Architecture Group (EAG). Since 2016, EAG’s research has featured at 
art and architecture biennales in Venice, Tallinn, and Trondheim, as well as Matadero, Madrid, Uppsala 
Konsert & Kongress, Great Exhibition of the North (UK), Allenheads Contemporary Arts, Culture Lab, 
Palais de Tokyo (Paris), University of the Underground (Amsterdam), and Whitechapel Gallery (London), 
and published by Bloomsbury, Routledge, Springer, and Punctum Books. A writer across creative and 
critical genres, Rolf was twice elected Vice President of the international Society for Artistic Research and 
has supported several European national research councils in the strategic development, implementation 
and evaluation of artistic and design-led research, related doctoral programmes, and centres of excellence. 
The Art of Experiment: Post-pandemic Knowledge Practices for 21st Century Architecture and Design, co-
authored with Rachel Armstrong, is published by Routledge, December 2020:
https://www.routledge.com/The-Art-of-Experiment-Post-pandemic-Knowledge-Practices-for-21st-Century/
Hughes-Armstrong/p/book/9781138479579.

Lara Schrijver is Professor in Architecture Theory at the University of Antwerp Faculty of Design Sciences. 
Earlier, she taught at Delft University of Technology (2005-2014) and the Rotterdam Academy of Architecture 
(2007-2013). She is editor for the KNOB Bulletin and has served as editor for Footprint journal and OASE. 
Her work has been published in various academic and professional journals. She is author of Radical Games 
(2009) and co-editor of Autonomous Architecture in Flanders (2016). She was co-editor for three editions of 
the annual review Architecture in the Netherlands (2016–2019).

Helen Thomas is an architect, writer, and editor with a PhD from the University of Essex in art history and 
theory. Attracted to all architecture that diverges from the canon, she has written on postcolonial issues, 
Rykwert and the relationship between theory and practice, architectural drawing, and takes an interest 
in the way that women practice as architects. Having engaged with institutions as an editor and senior 
lecturer at the Victoria & Albert Museum, Phaidon Press, Drawing Matter, the Architectural Association 
and London Metropolitan University, she now writes and produces books. Her most recent publications 
include: Architecture Through Drawing (2019), Drawing Architecture (2018), with muf architecture/art 
morethanone(fragile)thingattime (2016), and with Adam Caruso at ETH Zurich: Hopkins in the City (2019), 
Rudolf Schwarz and the Monumental Order of Things (2016).
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Sofie De Caigny is Director of the Flanders Architecture Institute since January 2018 and Lecturer at 
the University of Antwerp in Architecture Critique at the Faculty of Design Sciences. She holds a Ph.D. 
(2007, University of Leuven) in architectural history and a Master degree in Cultural Management (2001, 
Universitat de Barcelona). She coordinated of the heritage department of the Flanders Architecture Institute 
since 2006. In this position, she managed projects on the conservation, digitization, dissemination and 
publication of digital architectural records. Sofie De Caigny has actively collaborated on the editions 
of the Flanders Architectural Review. She curated the exhibition Maatwerk for the German Architecture 
Museum, Frankfurt in 2016. Since 2014, she is Secretary General of ICAM – International Confederation 
of Architectural Museums. Sofie De Caigny is commissioner of the entry for the Belgian Pavilion at the 17th 
Venice Architecture Biennial in 2021.

Prof Philip Christou is Professor Emeritus at the London Metropolitan University. He has taught at London 
Met since 1985. Together with Florian Beigel he co directed Florian Beigel Architects and the Architecture 
Research Unit in London. Architectural research, practice and teaching are given equal emphasis in this 
work. He has run workshops and regularly gives guest lectures internationally.
Philip was born in 1956 in Lethbridge, Alberta, in Western Canada. He studied Art History at McGill 
University, Montreal, and Fine Art at the University of Lethbridge, Alberta, and the Nova Scotia College of 
Art and Design, Halifax, Canada, receiving Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Fine Art degrees. He worked 
as an assistant with the artists Krzysztof Wodiczko and Daniel Buren on gallery and public art installations 
following his fine art studies. He studied architecture at the Architectural Association, London. He has lived 
and worked in the UK since 1980.

Sofie De Caigny             Flanders Architecture Institute

Philip Christou                 Florian Beigel Architects, The Cass Londen MET       

David Vanderburgh (AB Harvard, M.Arch. and Ph.D Berkeley), has been a professor of Design, Theory 
and History of Architecture at UCLouvain since 1995. He is currently Vice-Dean LOCI-LLN and Head of 
the Bachelor Engineer-Architect program. His main research interests are architectural representation and 
architectural competitions. He has served on many scientific and editorial committees, including AJAR, 
the online journal of the Architectural Research European Network Association (ARENA). His most recent 
(upcoming) publication is a review of Yasir Sakr’s The Subversive Utopia: Louis Kahn & the Question of the 
National Jewish Style in Jerusalem for the online journal Architecture Beyond Europe (ABE).

David Vanderburgh                        Faculté d’architecture, UCLouvain

Andres Kurg is Professor of Architectural History and Theory at the Institute of Art History, Estonian 
Academy of Arts, in Tallinn. His research explores the critical architectural practices in the Soviet Union 
from the 1960s to the 1980s in relation to technological and institutional transformations and modernisation 
discourses. He has published articles in AA Files, ArtMargins, Journal of Architecture, Home Cultures 
and contributed to several collected volumes and exhibition catalogues. In 2012 he co-curated “Our 
Metamorphic Futures. Design, Technical Aesthetics and Experimental Architecture in the Soviet Union 
1960–1980” in Vilnius National Gallery of Art; in 2017 he co-curated “Centrifugal Tendencies: Tallinn, 
Moscow, Novosibirsk” in the Museum of Architectural Drawing, Berlin. He has received research grants 
from the Graham Foundation and EU “Culture” program and held guest fellowships at the Getty Research 
Institute and Yale University.
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Eireen Schreurs is a Dutch architect and academic. She combines a PhD position at the KU Leuven/U 
Antwerp with a teaching and research position at the TU Delft. Trained as an architect at the TU Delft, 
she also holds the practice SUBoffice architects in Rotterdam with Like Bijlsma. Their co-housing project 
Hooidrift has won the Rotterdam Architecture prize 2017. 

Her doctorate is called Material Transformations: the iron columns in the work of Labrouste, Wagner and 
Mies, and it researches the architectural project through its processes of materialisation. Historical case 
study research and the development of specific drawing techniques integrate practical knowledge with recent 
theories on materials and their affordances. The aim of the study is to gain a better understanding of how 
material culture is produced, to define a number of mechanisms of material change, and to make the material 
literacy of architects explicit. Her PhD is supervised by Caroline Voet (KU Leuven) and Lara Schrijver (U 
Antwerp).

Steven Schenk (°1985) both studied at the University College of Antwerp in Belgium ( MSc. Architecture with 
highest honours) and the Accademia di Architettura in Mendrisio in Switzerland.
He is currently involved in teaching as a design related researcher at the KU Leuven, Faculty of Architecture, 
Campus St-Lucas Ghent and Brussels (BE). Simultaneously and connected to the studio work and his 
practice, he is conducting a PHD research on the thematic of Perception and Imagination that is supervised 
by H. Fallon, C. Voet, J. Van Den Berghe, J. Sergison and M. Steinmann.
From 2014 he co-founded the office Schenk Hattori Architecture Atelier that is mainly active now in 
European and Japanese contexts. It investigates the understanding of presence and its possibilities for 
making architecture as a result of modernity. Their current work list involves building public and private 
commissions, as well as engaging in research and competitions.

Eva Storgaard graduated as an architect from The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen, 
Denmark. She holds a PhD in architecture (University of Antwerp) entitled The Architecture of Danish 
Modern. Empiricism. Craft. Organicism. (2019). She is teaching in the master program of interior 
architecture at the Faculty of Design Sciences (University of Antwerp), having a specific focus on scientific 
developments that connect interior architecture with environmental psychology and neuroscience. Storgaard 
is the co-author of Pieter De Bruyne 1931-1987. Pionier van het postmoderne (2012) and Morphology 
of Interiors. Fragments of Space Examined (2019). She published in academic journals such as OASE, 
Interiors: Design, Architecture, Culture and Joelho: Journal of Architectural Culture. Since 2018 she is 
secretary of the International Specialist Committee-Interior Design (ISC-ID) Docomomo International.

Eireen Schreurs            Faculty of Architecture, KU Leuven, University of Antwerp, TU Delft Steven Schenk                       Faculty of Architecture, KU Leuven
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